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THE BAPTISTS AND MINISTERIAL QUALIFICATIONS 
Jimmie Don Willingham, M.A. 
Director of Thesis J'O Htv E. 
Tnere is a complex problem involved in attempting to determine 
the quality of the religious influence of a denomination. The purpose 
of this thesis was to determine the quality of the religious influence 
of the Bap tist denomination in the Uni t ed States. An investigation of 
past actions and vie~vs was used to provide a measuring stick for un-
derstanding the quality of this influence. The paper was concerned 
particularly with rel i gious beliefs and related behavior. In other 
words, how do religious dogmas affect the performance of religious 
duties? 
Only one religious dogma was examined - that concerning minis-
terial qualifications . The thesis of the paper was that the Bap tists 
of the Philadelphia, Ketocton, Kehukee, Sandy Creek , Charleston, and 
Elkhorn Associations in Pennsylvanis, Virginia , North Carolina, South 
Carolina, and Kentucky, be tween 1750 and 1830, possessed biblical 
views concerning ministerial qualifications which were apparently con-
tradictory in nature . They believed that God prepared a man for the 
minis try directly and immediately at the time of his call to the 
ministry. This method was generally referred to as illumination. 
They also believed that God fitted a man indirectly and mediately 
through the processes of education . It seems apparent that these 
views are mutually exclusive. Thus, there was a tension in their think-
ing on these aspects of their theology. Evidence for these apparently 
conflicting ideas was drawn from the Philadelphia Confession of Faith 
which had been adopted by the Philadelphia, Charleston, Ketocton, 
Kehukee, and Elkhorn Associations, from the minutes of the various 
associations, and from several theological works current during the 
period. 
During this period of apparently conflicting ideas on minis-
terial qualifications and tension, the Baptists evinced a considerable 
degree of broadmindedness in implementing their doctrines. They or-
dained educated and uneducated men to the ministry. They also estab-
lished schools, provided funds and books, and used educated men in 
the ministry. At the same time they made extensive use of their un-
educated ministers. All of the foregoing facts were established by 
reference to the minutes of the associations as well as to biographi-
cal and historical works written by contemporaries of that era. 
About 1830 members of the six Baptist Associations split into 
two groups, generally designated the Primitive and the Missionary Bap-
tists. The Primitive Baptists took the view that God prepared a man 
for the ministry by illumination while the Missionary Baptists em-
phasized education. An ·examination of the minutes and of various po-
lemical, historical, and theological works revealed that the Baptists 
had polarized on either of the two ideas prior to the split due to a 
number of factors. Among these factors were personal offensiveness on 
the part of both educated and uneducated ministers, theological changes, 
ecclesiastical restructuring and a human dislike for antinomies or con-
tradictory ideas. 
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About 1830 members of the six Baptist Associations split into 
two groups, generally designated the Primitive and the Missionary Bap-
tists. The Primitive Baptists took the view that God prepared a man 
for the ministry by illumination while the Missionary Baptists em-
phasized education. An examination of the minutes and of various po-
lemical, historical, and theological works revealed that the Baptists 
had polarized on either of the two ideas prior to the split due to a 
number of factors. Among these factors were personal offensiveness on 
the part of both educated and uneducated ministers, theological changes, 
ecclesiastical restructuring and a human dislike for antinomies or con-
tradictory ideas. 
Following the split both the Primitive and the Missionary Bap-
tists became intolerant, inflexible, and bigoted. An examination of 
the polemical writings following 1830 indicated that they regarded each 
other as the Anti-Christ. However, this attitude and conduct contras-
ted sharply with the broadmindedness of the Baptists from 1750 until 
1830. During that early period the Baptists referred to other Protes-
tants as their "paedo Baptist Brethren." Letters of dismissal to mem-
bers desiring to unite with another denomination were granted. The 
baptisms by ministers of other denominations, if they were by immer-
sion, were accepted by these early Baptists. The Missionary and 
Primitive Baptists, however, refused to recognize or receive the bap-
tisms of their opponents. Hence, there appears to be some correla-
tion between the doctrines advocated and the duties inculcated. 
Finally, the application of one-sided religious ideas, of ideas 
taken from the original principle on ministerial qualifications appears 
to be ironical. There is a definite incongruity between the expected 
and the actual results following the application of a religious doct-
rine. A comparison was made of the expected results with the actual re-
sults obtained by the application of the two ideas, illumination and 
education. Both of the ideas, when applied separately, immediately ap-
peared to be ironical in application. On the other hand, the applica-
tion of both ideas under the original conflicting-principle also ap-
pears to have some ironical results. However, this is not as readily 
evident from the records as is the former. Perhaps the most obvious 
conclusion which can be drawn from this study is that there is a great-
er creative influence exerted in a period of apparently conflicting 
ideas which are held in tension. Furthermore, religious influence 
appears to be negative even destructive during a period of polarized, 
one-sided, non-contradictory ideas. 
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~BLE OF CONTENTS 
The thesis of this paper is that the Baptists 
between 1750 and 1830 possessed an apparently 
contradictory principle concerning ministerial 
qualifications. During this period they were 
quite progressive in implementing this prin-
ciple on ministerial qualifications. About 
1830 a split occurred in the Baptist ranks 
over ministerial qualifications, among other 
issues, and the causes for the split are to be 
found in a number of factors whih caused a 
polarization. Following the split the Baptists 
became intolerant and inflexible. Finally, it 
appears that the principle on ministerial quali-
fications was ironical in application. 
I. A GOD EQUIPPED MINISTRY 
The origin of the apparently conflicting prin-
ciple on ministerial qualifications is to be 
found in the fact that the Baptists believed 
in a God equipped ministry. But it appears 
that God could use either illumination or edu-
cation. This is indicated by the Minutes of 
the various associations, theological works, 
and their Confession of Faith. 
II. FARMER PREACHERS AND THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS 
The Baptists of the six associations consid-
ered ordained educated and uneducated men for 
the ministry. They also established Theologi-
cal schools and provided funds and books for 
ministerial education. 
III. THE BAPTIST SPLIT • 
About 1830 members of the six associations split 
into two groups, generally referred to as Primi-
tive and Missionary Baptists. The reasons for 
this split were personal offensiveness, theolo-
gical changes, ecclesiastical differences, and a 
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dislike for antinomies or contradictory prin-
ciples. 
IV. THE ANTI CHRIST 
Following the split both Primitive and Missi-
onary Baptists became intolerant, inflexible, 
and bigoted. They regarded each other as the 
Anti-Christ. Baptists prior to the split 
were charitable; they regarded other protes-
tants, who were not Baptists, as their "paedo 
Baptist Brethren." The reason for the intol-
erance following the split appears to have some 
relationship to the one-sided principle on 
ministerial qualifications which was used by 
either group. 
V. NO GUARANTEES 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Baptist denomination has been considered one of the vital 
forces in the religious life of the United States. 1 The extent of its 
influence today may be discovered by an examination of its size in 
wealth and numbers. 2 Determining the quality of this influence is 
another matter. Perhaps an investigation of its past actions and 
views would provide a measuring stick for an examination of its pre-
sent performance. One way to measure the influence of the institution 
is to examine its theological principles and their relationship to 
ecclesiastical conduct. These two factors, religious beliefs and 
related behavior, are the primary concern of this paper. Special 
attention is to be given to the nature of these principles and their 
connection with and application to principles. In short, .this work 
1William Warren Sweet, for example, has stated: "The relation-
ship ••• of American Baptists to the beginning of the fight for reli-
gious liberty in America, however, has a deep significance, for 
standing first among the five principles of all American Baptists is 
'Complete Separation of Church and State,' and the part they played 
in the triumph of that great principle is of greatest importance." 
William Warren Sweet, The Story of Religions in America (New York: 
Harper & Bros., 1963), p. 113. 
2There are 27,579,831 Baptists in the United States alone. 
One organization of Baptists, the Southern Baptist Convention, has 
11,332,229 members in 34,295 churches. Luman H. Long (ed.), The 
World Almanac-and Book of Facts (New York: Doubleday & Co., 1970), 
pp. 168, 172. Total contributions of the aforementioned organi-
zation totalled $591,587,981 for 1967. Constant H. Jacquet, Jr., 
(ed.), Yearbook of American Churches (New York: Dept. of Publica-
tion services, National Council of the Churches of Christ in the 
u.s.A., 1967), p. 216. 
1 
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purports to investigate a particular, highly specialized segment of in-
tellectual history, namely, religious dogmas and duties or, in other 
words, the nature and application of theological principles. 
The five-fold thesis of this paper is that: 
I. The Baptists of the Philadelphia, Ketocton, Sandy Creek, 
Kehukee, Charleston, and Elkhorn Associations, between 
1750 and 1830, possessed Biblical views concerning 
ministerial qualifications which were apparently con-
tradictory in nature. 3 They believed that God pre-
pared a man directly and immediately at the time of 
his call to the ministry. This method was generally 
referred to as illumination. They also believed that 
God fitted a man indirectly and mediately through the 
natural processes of education. It seems apparent 
that these views are mutually exclusive. Thus, there 
was a tension between these aspects of their theology. 
3In an earlier attempt which was published the writer of this 
thesis referred to this phenomena of two apparently contradictory 
ideas joined together as a dialectic principle. James Willingham, 
"Ministerial Qualifications," Inquire, Vol. 1, No. 9 (October 1970), 
pp. 170-182; Vol. 1, No. 10 (November-December 1970), pp. 191-212. 
However, this usuage of the word "dialectic" created some problems 
due to a question concerning its meaning. It was originally used 
under the following definition: "4. The dialectical tension or op-
position between two interacting forces of elements." Webster's 
Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, Mass.: G & C Merriam 
Co., 1967), p. 228. J. I. Packer, M.A., D. Phil., Warden, Latimer 
House, OXford University, referred to the problem of interacting ideas 
as an antimony: "An Antinomy exists when a pair of principles stand 
side by side, seemingly irreconciliable, yet both undeniable." J. I. 
Packer, Evangelism and the Sovereignty of God (Chicago: Inter-Varsity 
Press, 1960), p. 18. However, this word was considered to be lacking 
because it seems that there is a tension between exclusive principles. 
Other words were considered but none were found to be satisfactory. 
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II. The conduct of these Baptists during this period indi-
cates a c.onsiderable degree of broadmindedness in their 
efforts to implement the different aspects of their views 
on ministdrial qualifications. 
III. About 1830 a split occurred among the Baptists which re-
sulted in the formation of two groups known as the 
Primitive and Missionary Baptists. Evidence immediately 
preceding the split reveals an increasing polarization 
in the Baptist ranks on the different aspects of the 
original principle of ministerial qualifications. Thus, 
the tension between the two apparently contradictory 
ideas was ruptured. This polarization may be attri-
buted to a number of factors which will be presented in 
the proper place. 4 
IV. Following the split both groups became narrowminded, 
rigid, and inflexible. The rupture of the tension in 
the original principle seems to have some relationship 
to this intolerant attitude and conduct - at least by 
c~mparison with Baptist conduct previous to the separa-
tion. 
V. Finally, it will be shown that the application of the 
original principle, and the aspects of that principle 
4There were other theological principles involved in the split. 
Christian Missions and Church Unity, for example, are two of the im-
portant issues involved. However, limitations preclude a consideration 
of these problems. It is surmised that an examination of these prin-
ciples would find a similar answer. 
4 
us~d by the two groups following the split, was ironical. 
In any case, there is a definite incongruity between the 
actual effect of the application of the principles and 
the normal or expected results. 
Evidence to substantiate this thesis will come from a consider-
ation of the minutes of the previously mentioned associations, the 
writings of some prominent leaders, and the records of certain events 
between 1750 and 1830. Some recourse, albeit limited, is made to per-
sonalities and events outside the period and area under condideration. 
The Baptists of the Philadelphia, Ketocton, Sandy Creek, 
Kehukee, Charleston, and Elkhorn Associations held a principle con-
cerning ministerial qualifications which was composed of apparently 
contradictory ideas, and they were tolerant and liberal in seeking to 
implement this principle. About 1830 a split occurred in the ranks 
of these and other Baptist Associations. As a result two groups, the 
Primitive and Missionary Baptists, were formed. It is evident that 
there was a polarization on the different ideas of the principle pre-
ceding the rupture. Following the split both groups began passing 
harsh judgments on each other. Thus, there was a growth of intoler-
ance in both camps. Finally, the original principle appears to have 
been ironical in application, and those ideas of the original principle 
applied by the Missionary and Primitive Baptists were likewise ironi-
cal. 
I. A GOD EQUIPPED MINISTRY 
The origin of the apparently contradictory principle can be 
found in the fact that the members of the Baptist Associations believed 
in a God equipped ministry. In other words, they believed that a man 
was "fitted and gifted by the Holy Spirit" for the office of pastor. 1 
1Jay Green (ed.), The Philadelphia Confession of Faith (Evans-
ville, Ind.: The Sovereign Grace Book Club, /n.d./), p. 61. 
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The problem was how God prepared a man for the ministry. From 1750 
until 1830 two ideas were prominent among the members of these organi-
zations: the first idea was that God equipped a man directly and im-
mediately at the time of his call to the ministry, generally referred 
to as illumination, and the second idea held that God fitted a man 
indirectly and mediately through the natural processes of human 
learning. Evidence substantiating the foregoing assertion is to be 
found in the various writings extant among the Baptists of these 
associations. 
Minutes of the associations contain only a small amount of 
material on their views concerning qualifications for the ministry. 
This material is to be found only in the Minutes of the Philadelphia, 
Charleston, and Ketocton Associations. However, since these organi-
zations were in correspondence with the Kehukee, Sandy Creek, and 
Elkhorn Associations, and since there is no evidence of views to the 
contrary contained in the minutes of the latter three, it may be sur-
mised that the views of the first three societies are representative 
of the whole group. 2 Further weight is added to this surmise by the 
fact that five of the associations held the same confession of faith 
and that members and ministers moved from one association to another.3 
2For examples of the Philadelphia Baptist Associations corres-
pondence with the Charleston, Ketocton, Kehukee, and Elkhorn Associa-
tions see A.D. Gillete (ed.), Minutes of the Philadelphia Baptist 
Association (Philadelphia: American Baptist Pub. Soc., 1851), pp. 102, 
128, 135, 292. 
3Evidence for this use of the same confession of faith, the 
Philadelphia Confession of Faith, may be found,in the following 
sources: For the Ketocton Association, Gillete, op. cit., p. 95; 
Charleston, Charles :Hampton, "A Brief History of the Charleston 
Baptist Association," (unpublished Manuscript, property of the author, 
The oldest organization in the group, the Philadelphia Baptist 
Association, located primarily in Pennsylvania, did not clarify its 
views on ministerial qualifications until the end of its first hundred 
years of existence. At that time, 1807, a Circular Letter, written 
by a Rev. William Staughton, stated: 
Many among the most useful of the ministers of Christ in the 
present day, have received instruction only at the Master's feet •• 
•• The ablest preacher is but an earthen vessell, and the feeblest 
bears heavenly treasure. We are sensible that an ostentation of 
learning, may be food for a weak or aspiring mind; Nevertheless 
(sic), as knowledge of almost every kind may be useful to a gospel 
minister; as in the Bible, we have only a translation, behind the 
veil of which many a beauty is concealed; as we have no reason to 
expect that extraordinary assistance which the Apostles enjoyed; 
and as education places a minister of the gospel on equal ground 
with a learned adversary, and other similar studies, where it can 
be accomplished is praiseworthy.4 
Here, then, is a view shich seems to comprehend two contra-
dictory ideas, namely, a ministry educated at the Master's feet and 
one that is on equal ground with a learned adversary because of for-
mal education. It would seem that a "most useful" minister, educated 
only at the Master's feet, would be on equal ground with a learned ad-
versary because of formal education without seeking an acquaintance 
Catlettsburg, Ky.), p~ 4; Kehukee, Charles Hampton, "A History of the 
Kehukee Baptist Association," (unpublished Manuscript, property of 
the author, Catlettsburg, Ky.), p. 3; Elkhorn, Minutes of the Elkhorn 
Baptist Association, 1785, Southern Baptist Historical Commission 
(University of Chicago Library Dept., Microfilm copy, one reel), p. 417. 
The Sandy Creek Association did not believe in creeds, but its general 
views were the same as those of the other associations. Charles 
Hampton, "A History of the Sandy Creek Baptist Association," (unpub-
lished Manuscript, property of the author, Catlettsburg, Ky.), p. 7. 
Examples of ministers moving from one association to another may be 
noted throughout the thesis. 
4cillette, op. cit., p. 445 
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with language, history, and other fields of learning. However, the 
writer apparently felt that it would be helpful. Some tension be-
tween the two ideas is also revealed in the quotation. The first 
element of tension is indicated by the fact that an ostentation of 
learning may be food for a weak or aspiring mind. A second and even 
greater element of tension is revealed by the fact that there was no 
reason to expect that extraordinary assistance which the Apostles en-
joyed. How could this be reconciled with the statement that many 
among the most useful ministers of Christ in the writer's era had 
received instruction only at the Master's feet? The writer did not 
present any reconciliation other than to note that knowledge of al-
most every kind may be useful to a minister. 
The earliest evidence for this apparently contradictory prin-
ciple concerning ministerial qualifications is to be found in the 
Minutes of the Charleston Baptist Association for 1797. But since 
the Charleston Association was neither as old nor as influential as 
the Philadelphia Association, it has been deemed necessary to consi-
der the following example as evidence of lesser importance in point of 
order. Hence it is discussed following the later citation from the 
Philadelphia Minutes. In any case, the Charleston Minutes contain a 
Circular Letter which constitutes additional proof of the presence of 
an apparently contradictory principle on ministerial qualifications, 
because the writer for 1797 argued that the example of Christ in 
teaching the Twelve Apostles was grounds for advocating the necessity 
of ministerial education. However, he was quick to add some remarks 
to balance his statement, lest any of his readers should misunderstand 
him. He stated: 
But that no mistake may take place in your minds, we add, that 
it is far from being our intention to represent human learning, as 
a sufficient, or the principle qualification for the gospel minis-
try. We only consider it as an hand-maid of grace - and an assis-
tant to spiritual qualifications, and are assured the learned, as 
well as the unlearned, must depend, for their ultimate success, on 
the mighty aid of celestial grace. We acknowledge •.• , that some 
have been raised up, and still exist in the church, though they 
have had but small advantages from education, are not only men of 
piety •• ; but able ministers of the New Testament. 5 
It is apparent that the writer recognized the principle of 
direct qualification and there were ministers still functioning who 
exemplified the idea. Tension is evident in his apologetic remarks 
to the effect that it was not his intention to represent human learn-
9 
ing as a sufficient or principle qualification for the gospel ministry. 
Further proof of the continued presence of this ambiguous prin-
ciple on ministerial qualifications in the association is to be found 
in the minutes for 1824, when another Circular Letter writer stated: 
The question is, not whether human learning can make a minis-
ter of the Gospel; this idea is righteously exploded by all our 
churches. Nor is it whether man, destitute of it may not lawfully 
preach the Gospel, and in some instances preach it impressively, 
and with good effect; this is cheerfully, ••• , universally admitted 
by us. But this is the question; may not human beings improve, 
even such ••• called of God to the ministry, so as to render them-, 
selves under his influence more acceptable to their fellow-
creatures? The affirmative of this question, we believe, will be 
found the fact, and in this noble work we would gladly have all 
our brethren engaged.6 
The two-fold principle is enunciated in the foregoing state-
ment. The first aspect reflects the idea that uneducated men can 
preach the Gospel, impressively and with good effect. The second 
SMinutes of the Charleston Baptist Association, 1797, Southern 
Baptist Historical Commission (Historical Commission Microfilm copy, 
one reel), p. 10. 
6rbid, 1824, n.p. 
aspect is that man may improve themselves so that they are more ac-
ceptable to their fellow creatures. Tension is also present in the 
writer's remarks. The idea that human learning can make a minister 
of the Gospel is "righteously exploded by all our churches," yet, the 
writer pleads, human learnini can make a minister more useful to his 
fellow men. 
In Virginia the Ketocton Baptist Association likewise ad-
vacated the same apparently diverse principle concerning preparation 
for the ministry. However, there seems to have been a great deal 
more tension in the thinking of a Circular Writer for this associa-
tion as is indicated by the following remarks made in 1816: 
.•• in some instances we see men of scientific attainments, 
fill the pulpit to great advantage; but it is lamentably true, 
taking them in the agregate (sic), that a great majority of these 
seem much more disposed to let us know that they are scholars 
and orators, than that they are humble servants of the mee and 
lowly Jesus - And too often they manifest that they are genuine 
descendants of the bondwoman. And still without much reading 
and study, few men will be qualified to preach to the comfort 
of the church and to the credit of the cause they profess to 
support and defend •••• - but a man is neither born literally 
or (sic) spiritually with the knowledge of words and their ne-
cessary arrangement, nor can he have that knowledge but by habit, 
and that habit cannot be acquired but by solemn researches.7 
A hostile attitude towards educated ministers is evident in 
the foregoing remarks, yet the writer acknowledged that without edu-
cation few preachers will be of comfort to the church and credit to 
the cause which they represent. Thus, the apparently contradictory 
10 
principle with its concomitant tension is evident in this association. 
7Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist Association, 1816, Southern 
Baptist Convention Historical Commission (Historical Commission Micro-
film copy, one reel), pp. 8, 9. 
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The evidence, then, demonstrates the fact that these Baptists 
advocated a principle on ministerial qualifications which was apparent-
ly composed of interesting ideas, of ideas seemingly opposed to one 
another. Moreover, the evidence suggests a tension in the thinking 
of the Baptists on this subject. 
The source of this principle concerning ministerial prepara-
tion was the Bible. According to their confession of faith, the 
Baptists drew their doctrines from the Bible. For them the Bible 
was "the only sufficient, certain, and infallible role of all sav-
ing knowledge, faith, and obedience. 11 8 Several passages of Scrip-
ture indicate an ambiguous principle concerning the preparation of 
the ministry. The Apostle Paul mentioned the gift that was given a 
young minister named Timothy "by prophecy with the laying on of 
hands. 11 9 At the same time he advised this minister to give atten-
tion to reading. 10 In another place Paul advised the same minister 
to study the Scripture.ll 
A Baptist Divine of England, John Gill, whose commentaries 
were used by these associations provides an example of how the doc-
trines were transferred from the Bible into Baptist thinking. 12 
8 Green, op. cit., p. 15. 
9r Tim. 4:14. 10r Tim. 4:13. 11n Tim. 2:15. 
12The Philadelphia, Ketocton, and Charleston Associations re-
commended Gill's works to their ministers. Examples of these recom-
mendations will be provided later in support of another aspect of the 
thesis. Gill's commentaries on the Old and New Testaments were pub-
lished in England between 1746 and 1766. By 1783 his commentaries 
on the New Testament had been printed in three editions; the Old 
Testament commentaries had gone through two editions. 
12 
Concerning the gift mentioned by the Apostle, he stated that: 
••• : it is not of nature, nor is it mere natural abilities and 
capacity; nor is it anything acquired, it is not human learning, 
or the knowledge of languages, acts (sic), and sciences; nor is it 
special saving grace; for a man may have all of these, and yet not 
be apt to teach, or fit for the ministry; but it is a gift of in-
terpreting the scriptures, and of dispensing the mysteries of 
grace to the edification of others; ••• : and this gift is in a man; 
••• it may be improved by reading, meditation and prayer.l3 
The same writer believed that God never called a man to the 
ministry but what he gave the individual gifts, "furniture of mind," 
and the disposition for the work.l4 But he also stated that it was 
necessary for pastors to addict themselves to the study of the sacred 
scriptures. 15 
It is surmised that Gill may have influenced the Rev. John 
Leland, who ministered in Virginia during the Revolution and follow-
ing it in Massachusetts and Connecticut. Rev. Leland's comments on 
the ministerial gifts which accompanied the Divine Call to the work 
are suggestive of this influence as is indicated by the following 
remarks: 
This spiritual gift includes two things. First, the furni-
ture of the mind; and secondly, a constraint to improve. By 
the furniture of the mind is not meant extraordinary endowments 
of talents or science, but a gift bestowed with the commission. 
It is a treasure given to earthen vessels - a dispensation of 
the gospel committed in trust.l6 
13John Gill, An Exposition of the New Testament, VI (London: 
William Hill Collingridge, 1753), p. 609. 
14John Gill, Body of Divinity (Atlanta, Ga.: Turner Lassiter, 
1965), p. 866. 
15Ibid, p. 872. 
16John Leland, Writings of the Late Elder John Leland (New 
York: G. w. Wood, 1845), p. 312. 
Leland uses the same words as Gill such as "furniture of mind," "gift 
bestowed," and "treasure in earthen vessels." His definition of the 
gift is also similar to Gill's. While he did not indicate that he 
secured his ideas from.Gill, in another place he admitted that he 
had studied Gill's works. 17 However, Leland rejected the idea of 
education as a means of qualifying a man for the ministry. 
The call to the ministry does not depend upon the brilliancy 
of natural talents •••• Natural talents furnish men for useful-
ness in the things of this world, but do not qualify them for 
gospel ambassadors. Nor does it depend upon the acquisition of 
schools.lB 
Having established as nearly as possible the Baptist views 
on ministerial qualifications, it is now in order to make some in-
ferences from their statements. First, their views comprehend two 
opposing ideas regarding the preparation.of the ministry, namely, 
the notion that God equips his servants directly for the Sacred Call-
ing and the concept that one may improve his usefulness as a minister 
by human learning. Second, it may be inferred that there is a ten-
sion between these two ideas.l9 Third, it may 'be deduced that the 
l7Ibid., p. 33. lBibid., p. 311. 
19J. I. Packer, referred to in the Introduction, stated that 
our minds " ••• dislike antinomies. We like to tie everything into 
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neat intellectual parcels, with all appearances of mystery dispelled 
and no loose ends hanging out. Hence we are tempted to get rid of 
antinomies from our minds by illegitimate means: to suppress or jetti-
son, one truth in the supposed interests of the other, and for the sake 
of a tidier theology •••• The temptation is to undercut and maim the one 
truth by the way in which we stress the other: ••• " Packer, op. cit., 
·p. 25. What Packer refers to as antinomies, the writer of this thesis 
referred to as a dialectic principle in an earlier attempt. Whatever 
the nature of the problem, it must be observed that in the case of 
the Baptists two principles were held as one. Yet these principles 
were apparently contradictory, and this created a tension in the 
minds of the Baptists. 
14 
Baptists had a more liberal attitude toward the cultivation of the 
ministry than other Protestant denominations at that time. All of 
them, with the exception of the Quakers who did not have an estab-
lished ministry, required a college education for the ministers. Con-
gregationalists, Episcopalians, Reformed, and Presbyterians did not 
look kindly upon an uneducated ministry. 20 
20There was a law in Connecticut, for example, which pro-
vided that "no person who has not been educated or graduated at 
Yale College, or at Harvard •• , or some Foreign Protestant College 
or University, shall be allowed the special privileges of the 
established ministers of the Government." Boston Weekly News-Letter, 
Nov. 12, 1742, cited by Edwin Scott Gaustad, The Great Awakening in 
New England (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, Inc., 1968), p. 108. 
II, FARMER PREACHERS AND THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS 
From 1750 until 1830 the Baptists demonstrated a progressive 
and tolerant spirit in seeking to implement their conflicting prin-
ciple concerning ministerial qualifications. Implementation of that 
part of the principle regarding a man who was equipped by God directly 
w~s easily carried out, The Baptists simply licensed and ordained un-
educated men to the Gospel ministry. William Warren Sweet, the 
American religious historian, referred to these untrained Baptist 
ministers as farmer-preachers.l These men formed the central core 
of the Baptist Ministry, and the majority of Baptist ministers were 
definitely lacking in education. Evidence is available for 1790 
which substantiates the foregoing statement. In that year there were 
622 ordained pastors and 407 licensed candidates in the Baptist 
ministry in the United States. 2 Only twenty-five of the 1,029 clergy-
men listed for 1790 possessed college degrees of any kind.3 Only 
one minister with a degree was listed for a Southern state, and he 
was in Maryland.4 The rest of the educated ministers were located 
in the Middle and New England States; the greatest concentration -
lwilliam Warren Sweet, Religion in the Development of 
American Culture (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1952), p. 58. 
2John Asplund, The Annual Register of the Baptist Denomina-
tion in North America (/n.p./ /n.n./, 1790), p. 47 
3Ibid., pp. 5-9, 11-13, 19-23 4Ibid., p. 23. 
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ten - was in Massachusetts.s There were 108 churches in the latter 
state. 6 Thus, even in that state Baptists were largely dependent upon 
and untrained ministry. 
Statistics for 1793-94 indicate that the Baptists of the South-
ern states had only two men at that time who possessed college degrees. 
These were David Thomas of Virginia, who had resided in that state 
from 1764 until 1795 except for a few years spent in Maryland, and 
Richard Furman of South Carolina. 7 One minister in Kentucky, John 
Gano, had attended college, but he failed to complete his course of 
studies. 8 In 1790 there were about 445 churches in Virginia, Maryland, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Kentucky. 9 That the 
educational level of the Baptist ministry in the southern colonies was 
low is indicated by Morgan Edwards, a Baptist minister and historian, 
who toured those colonies between 1770 and 1772. He continually com-
mented that a man was no more than an "English Schollar."10 In one 
case regarding a rather well-known minister, he stated: "His success 
is remarkable when one considers that he is a man of no bright parts 
5Ibid., pp. S-9. 6Ibid., p. 9. 
7John Asplund, The Annual Register of the Baptist Denomina-
tion in North America (Boston, John W. Falsom, Prtr., MDCC,MCIV), pp. 
24, 40. 
8John Gano, Memoirs (New York: Southwich & Hardcastle, Prtrs., 
1806), p. 39. 
9Asplund, op. cit., pp. 23, 39, 43, 46, 52. 
lOMorgan Edwards, "Materials toward a History of the Baptists 
in the Province of South Carolina," Southern Baptist Convention His-
torical Commission (Historical Commission Microfilm copy, one reel), 
p. 39. 
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nor eloquence nor learning. 11 There is no evidence which would sug-
gest that there had been any improvement in the educational level of 
the southern ministers by 1794. Thus it can be assumed that the Bap-
tists in the southern states were almost totally dependent upon an un-
trained ministry. 
Further proof that Baptists in the South depended upon an un-
trained ministry is to be found in the fact that they ordained untrained 
ministers for the work, thus implementing the view that God prepared a 
man directly for the ministry. One minister in Virginia, John Taylor, 
for example, was baptized and licensed to preach in the same year, 1773. 
He was twenty years of age at the time. 12 Four years later he was 
ordained. 13 There is no evidence available concerning his education, 
but he could apparently, read and write. 14 It may be surmised that 
his fellow ministers in the South entered the ministry with the same 
view and with about the same amount of preparation. Believing as they 
did that God directly equipped a man for the ministry, the Baptists 
were not backward in using poorly trained men to supply their churches. 
The use of men with little, if any, education did not hinder 
Baptist growth. Their increase in size and numbers was almost phe-
nomenal. For example, there was only one Baptist Association in the 
colonies in 1707. This was the Philadelphia B~ptist Association. By 
11Ibid., p. 36. 
12John Taylor, A History of Ten Baptist Churches (Frankfort, 
Ky.: J. H. Holmes, Prtr., 1823), pp. 7-8. 
13rbid., p. 36. 
14He wrote the above work. 
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By 1790, however, there were forty-nine associations in the United 
States. 15 A contemporary study indicates that in 1790 there were 
58,398 Particular Baptists in this country.l6 Virginia alone had 
10,443 Baptists. 17 By 1793 the Particular Baptists in America had in-
creased to 67,574.18 In 1844 the total membership was 720,046. 19 
Uneducated ministers played an important part in this remark~ 
able increase in membership. Their contributions must have been largely 
positive. Mere numbers alone - 1,000 untrained ministers, approxi-
mately, as opposed to 25 college trained men - suggest that these 
farmer-preachers made a most significant contribution to Baptist 
growth and development. An examination of sources extant from the 
period is even more revealing. These farmer-preachers not only took 
the pastoral care of local churches but they also functioned as itin-
erate evangelists. John Taylor, previously mentioned, for example, 
stated that he had traveled about 100,000 miles during his fifty year 
ministry.20 He began is ministry in Virginia as a member of the 
South River Baptist Church, a Separate Baptist Church which joined the 
15 Sweet, op. cit., p. 58. 
16Asplund, op., cit., p. 47. By Particular Baptists is meant 
tho'se Baptists believing in a Limited atonement. 
17rbid., p. 30. 
18Asplund, op. cit., n.p. 
19Robert G. Torbert, A History of the Baptists (Valley Forge, 
Pa.: The Judson Press, 1963), p. 253. 
20Taylor, op. cit., p. 160. His feat is particularly reveal-
ing in that he accomplished it mostly on foot and horseback. His 
travels ranged into the Carolinas, Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri, etc. 
Ketocton Association of Regular Baptists in 1783. 21 It may be noted 
here that there were two major groups of Baptists at this time, the 
Separates and the Regular o~ Particular Baptists. Rev. Taylor de-
scribes the distinction between the two groups in these words: 
••• , it may be remembered that the word separate here, did 
not design a separation from what was called regular Baptists, 
for it may be they were not called regulars till afterwards. -
The word separate came from New England - The Presbyterians (sic) 
there is called the standing order; all who descent (sic) from 
them of whatever denomination are called, and call themselves 
separates, because they do not adhere to the standing order -
Hence Subelstern (sic) and Daniel Marshall who went from New 
England to the South, when they began society there, called 
themselves as they had been called before (separates) thus 
originated separate Baptists; what was called the regular Bap-
tists, had adopted for their creed, what is now called the 
Philadelphia Confession of Faith, with the discipline annexed 
thereto.22 
Taylor's extensive travels in the Gospel Ministry are worth 
examining for evidence of the efforts and success of the itinerate 
ministry. He described the extent and the results of one of his 
many journeys in the following statement: 
••• -we ranged through almost every corner of the large 
county of Hampshire, on Patison's Creek, a branch of the North 
Branch of the Potomac River, we found a few Baptists, where 
a church after a while was constituted.23 
21Ibid., p. 17. 
22Ibid., pp. 7, 7. Philadelphia, Ketocton, Kehukee, Charleston, 
and Elkhorn were Regular Baptist Associations. Sandy Creek, on the 
other hand was a Separate Baptist Association. The early affinity 
of the two groups is revealed by the fact that the South River 
Separate Church joined the Ketocton Association of Regular Baptists. 
This would also indicate that the Separates were Particular Baptists 
in some respects. It is certain that they did not find the doctrine 
of a limited atonement any barrier to their joining with those who 
put a special emphasis on the doctrine. 
23 Ibid. , p. 17. 
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South River Church, where Rev. Taylor began his ministry, ori-
ginated from the labors of an itinerating farmer-preacher, Rev. Samuel 
Harris. 24 This active minister wrote a report of his travels and 
labors which encompasses the year of the South River Church's origin, 
1770. His report was published in the Minutes of the Philadelphia 
Baptist Association in Pennsylvania; it provides additional proof for 
asserting that these untrained ministers certainly made a significant, 
if not the most significant, contribution to Baptist growth and de-
velopment during this period. The Philadelphia Association published 
the following condensed version of Harris' report in its Minutes for 
1771: 
A private letter from Rev. Samuel Harris, alias, Col. Harris 
of Pittsylvania, in Virginia, was read, to the great joy and 
entertainmentof the Association; whereby it appears, that there 
are four Associations now in Carolina and two in Virginia; that 
he hath planted seventeen churches lately; that two of our minis-
ters are in Chesterfield gaol; that there is an unusual outpouring 
of the Spirit on all ranks of men in those parts; that many 
negroes endure scourgings for religion's sake; that two clergymen 
of the Church of England, preach Jesus Christ with unusual (sic) 
warmth. 25 
The ministry of the Rev. Shubal Stearns provides remarkable 
evidence which attests to the farmer-preacher's contributions to Bap-
tist growth and development during the years between 1750 and 1780. 
This extraordinary man was converted in Connecticut under the preach-
ing of George Whitefield. In 1745 he joined the revival party of Con-
gregationalists, called New Lights. Si« years later he became con-
24Ibid., p. 6. 
25Gillette, op. cit., p. 120. 
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vinced that infant baptism was not a scriptural institution. As a 
result of this change in convictions he became a Baptist. A Baptist 
minister of Tolland,.Connecticut, Rev. Wait Palmer, immersed Stearns, 
May 20, 1751. Soon afterward he was ordained. Fired with zeal to 
preach the Gospel, Stearns moved southward in 1754. He stopped for 
several months in Virginia, and then moved to Sandy Creek, North 
Carolina. In 1755 he organized the Sandy Creek Baptist Church with 
about 16 members. Within three years the Separate Baptists in this 
area increased to three churches and about 900 members. These 
three churches under. the leadership of Elder Stearns and several 
other ministers organized the Sandy Creek Baptist Association in 
1758. The work continued to grow, and the Sandy Creek Church, under 
Stearns' ministry, became instrumental, directly or indirectly, in 
establishing some forty-two churches, from which came one hundred and 
twenty-five preachers. Stearns' labors in North Carolina had far 
reaching effects: Separate Baptists spread not only eastward towards 
the sea, but westward toward the Mississippi, northward to the Potomac 
River, ~nd southward to Georgia. 26 
Elder Stearns' ministry is a prime example of what an untrained 
minister could accomplish. His lack of training was noted by one of 
his contemporaries: "Of learning he had but a small share, yet was 
26Thomas Armitage, History of the Baptists (New York: Bryan, 
Taylor & Co., 1886), pp. 727, 728; A. H. Newman, A History of the Bap-
tist Churches in the United States, The American Church History Series, 
Vol. II (New York: Charles Scibneris Sons, 1898), pp. 292-294; H. c. 
Vedder, A Short History of the Baptists (Philadelphia: The American 
Baptist Pub. Soc., 1907), pp. 317, 318; Robert A. Baker, A Baptist 
Source Book (Nashville, Tenn.: Broadman Press, 1966), pp. 16-24. 
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pretty well acquainted with books. 27 Thus it is plainly evident 
that the contributions of this farmer-preacher were most remarkable. 
Another popular farmer-preacher was John Leland. Born May 
14, 1754, at Crafton, Massachusetts, this unusual man was converted 
and baptized in 1774. In 1776 he moved to Virginia. 28 He soon be-
came a well-known preacher among Virginia Baptists for several reasons. 
First, he was an able and effective minister. Second, he was the most 
eloquent and active minister in behalf of religious freedom and demo-
cracy in the state at the time of the American Revolution. Third, he 
worked for unity among the Baptists. 
Leland's ability as a preacher is seen in the fact that he 
had baptized 1465 persons by February, 1828. He had also preached to 
two or three Presidents of the United States. 29 It may be further 
noted that he stated that his travelling ministry was extensive 
enough to have girded the globe four times.30 
In his labors for religious freedom, Elder Leland provided 
effective leadership for Virginia Baptists in their struggles to 
secure Liberty of Conscience. Between 1780 and 1787, the exact years 
are unknown, he served on the Committee of the General Association of 
Baptists in Virginia (an outgrowth of cooperation among Virginia Bap-
tists in order to obtain religious freedom) which petitioned the 
27Morgan Edwards, "Materials toward a History of the Baptists 
of North Carolina," The North Carolina Historical Review, Vol. VIII, 
Nos. 1-4 (January-October 1930), p. 386. 
28Armitage, op. cit., pp. 787-789. 
29Leland op. cit., pp. 37, 513. 30Ibid., p. 616. 
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General Assembly for the establishment of freedom of religion. In 
conjunction with such untrained ministers as Jeremiah Walker, Elijah 
Craig, Reuben Ford, and others, Leland was able to accomplish the de-
sired goals of the Baptists. He supported him. One writer, 
Herbert M. Morais, summed up Leland's labors for liberty in this 
manner: "His efforts in the cause of religious liberty were probably 
as fruitful as those of any man since Roger Williams.n31 
The labors of the farmer-preachers in Virginia resulted in a 
spirit of unity among the Baptists, and they, along with the more edu-
cated ministers, brought about not only a spirit of unity but an actual 
union among the Separates and Regulars in North Carolina, Virginia, 
and Kentucky. The first union occurred in North Carolina in 1786. A 
second union was consummated in Virginia in 1787. The third union 
took place in Kentucky in 1801. As Separates and Regulars. joined to-
gether, they took the name of United Baptists; thus, the untrained 
ministry made a fruitful contribution to Christian Unity in a denomi-
nation that by nature tended to factions. 32 
The Rev. John Leland's ordination provides an example of how 
the two factions were united. In 1787 he submitted to ordination by 
laying on hands which was performed by Nathaniel Saunders, John 
31Herbert M. Morais, "Life and Work of Elder John Leland," 
(Unpublished Master's Dissertation, Columbia University, 1923), p. 2. 
32Frank M. Masters, A History of Baptists in Kentucky 
(Louisville, Ky.: Kentucky Baptists Historical Soc., 1953), p. 48' 
Baker, p. cit., pp. 22-24. 
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Waller, and John Price. He described the results of his ordination 
as one of the links which later lead to unity among the Sepa r a te a nd 
Regular Baptists : " By this, not only a union took place between myself 
and others, but it was a small link in the cha in of events, which pro-
duced a union among all the Baptists in Virginia, not long after-
wards. " 33 
These farmer-preachers, then, played a major role in Baptist 
growth and development. The ordina tion a nd use of these men by their 
denominat i on r eflects a liberal and tolerant spirit, and the r es ults 
a re to be seen i n the phenomena l increa s e in numbers, the realization 
of liberty of conscience, and Chris tian Unity . These untra ined but 
gifted ministers constitute an impressive and effective force in 
American Religious History . It is o f little wonder tha t a writer of 
a Circular Letter for 1816 in the Ketocton Bap tist Assoc i at ion of 
Virginia should have penned the following awkward but impressive 
eulogy: 
While we reflect with the highest pleasure on the rich and 
sovereign mercy of God, poured out so abundantly on the churches 
composing t he Ke tocton Association, and contrast the means em-
ployed with the ends accomp l ished, the conclusion is irresistible 
- "It is the Lord's doing, marvelous indeed in our eyes ." - • • • 
Our ministers , with very few exceptions, were cal l ed from plough-
ing , or some other laborious employment, to procla im to poor 
sinners the glad tidings of salvation through the dear Redeemer, 
•• • the situation of Virginia a t that time that the gospel was 
introduced into it, required something of an extraordinary na-
ture to be done ; and although nothing rea lly miraculous took 
place, still something nearl y like it actually did; and a ccord-
ingl y a set of men was r a ised up a nd called to the work of the 
ministry, inspired with a determination to preach the gospel 
33Lel and, op . cit., p. 26. 
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with an inflexibility that neither poverty, persecution nor any 
other consideration could overcome and the event proved beyond any 
possibility of doubt, that they were sent of God himself, to turn 
many from darkness into light, and make ready a people prepared 
for the Lord - and we may with almost entire certainty conclude 
that we never shall see such another set of preachers, who would 
sacrifice every enjoyment; leave their families and all their 
domestic concerns for the sake of the gospel, when poverty, per-
secution and reproach, were all the compensation that promised 
to reward their zeal, toil and labor; nor is it necessary that 
we should ( ••• ,) now find men possessing the same disposition 
in every respect.34 
The foregoing statement is a fitting tribute to these remark-
able ministers. The statement also reflects the liberality and ef-
fectiveness of the Baptist during this period of tension in their 
views on ministerial qualifications. An even better appreciation of 
their broad-minded conduct, however, may be gained by examining their 
efforts to implement that aspect of their principles which involved 
ministerial training. 
Implementation of the educational phase of the Baptist Prin-
ciple on ministerial qualifications began as soon as the means became 
available. The first exertion in this direction occurred in 1722. It 
is noted in the Philadelphia Minutes for that year that persons hope-
ful for the ministry, and inclinable for learning, were to be recom-
mended for an academy.35 Many questions are raised by this brief 
allusion. For instance, was this a Baptist academy? What was the 
nature of its course of studies? When was it founded? When did it 
cease operation? Did it actually exist? Lack of information pre-
eluded any satisfactory answers. 
3~inutes of the Ketocton Baptist Association, 1816, pp. 7, 8. 
35Gillette, op. cit., p. 27. 
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A Latin Grammar School established in 1756 appears to have been 
the next effort in this direction. The Minutes state that a decision 
was made to raise money for a La tin Grammar School " ••• under the care 
36 
of Brother Isaac Eaton." An American Baptist Historian of the nine-
teenth century, Thomas Armitage, indicated that Mr. Eaton established 
this school in conjunction with his church at Hopewell, New Jersey. 37 
The school's purpose was to secure the benefits of an education for 
promising ministerial students and to provide a prospect of ministerial 
candidates for destitute churches.38 In 1757 and 1758 the association 
continued its contributions for the Grammar School's support. 39 
Another purpose of this institution was, evidently to prepare 
ministerial candidates for college. One student, John Gano, following 
his attendance at the Latin Grammar School, enrolled at the College of 
New Jersey.40 He did not complete his course of studies, however, be-
cause he had so many calls to preach.41 Another alumni of Eaton's 
academy, James Manning, graduated from the College of New Jersey in 
1762. He became the first President of Rhode Island College. 42 A 
third student from the Latin Grammar School, David Thomas, who became 
36Ibid., p. 74. 
37Armitage, op. cit., p. 717. 
38Gillette, op. cit., pp. 84, 332. 39Ibid., PP· 76, 77. 
40G "t ana, op. c~ . p. 39. The College of New Jersey later be-
came Princeton University. 
41Ibid., pp. 53, 54. 
42Torbit, op. cit., p. 307. Rhode Island College later became 
Brown University. 
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the first Baptist minister in the South with a high academic degree, 
received the Master of Arts degree from Rhode Island College, but it 
is not known whether the degree was earned or honorary. 43 In any case, 
it seems evident that the school did serve the purpose of preparing 
some Baptist ministerial candidates for college. Furthermore, it sug-
gests that the Baptists were progressive and forward looking. Finally, 
the fact that they permitted their clerical prospects to· attend a 
Presbyterian College is indicative of a very broad-minded attitude. 
The nature of the course of studies at Eaton's Academy is 
suggested by the title of the institution, and it is supposed that 
these liberal-minded Baptists borrowed the idea from the Puritans of 
New England.44 Confirmation of the course of studies is to be found in 
an autobiography of one of the students, This scholar, John cane, in-
dicated that he studied the classics and Latin Grammar.45 He failed 
to record which classics were studied, but he did specify that the 
"studies were dry. 1146 
43 James B. Taylor, Lives of Virginia Baptist Ministers 
(Richmond, va.: Yale & Watt, 1938), p. 42. 
44The foundation for this supposition may be seen in the com-
ment by Samuel E. Morrison that the honor " ••• for scholastic ambition 
rests with the Baptist town of Sawsea, which voted in 1673 to set up'a 
school 'for the teaching of Latin, Greek, and Hebrew; also to read Eng-
lish and to write.' Herein one may indeed trace church influence; for 
the leader in Sawnsea, is the Baptist Minister, John Myles, an alumnus 
of Oxford University ejected from his Welsh Parish was the first school-
master." Samuel E. Morrison, The Intellectual Life of New England 
(Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell UniversLty Press, 1956), pp. 98,99. The con-
nection between Puritans and Baptists, being so strong, would cer-
tainly make the idea that the Baptists of Philadelphia Association 
borrowed from the Puritans more feasible. 
45 cano, op. cit., pp. 28-30. 46Ibid., p. 36. 
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For about twelve years Eaton's school continued to be the pri-
mary facility for the cultivation of young ministers.47 During this 
time it must have attained a considerable degree of influence among the 
members of the Philadelphia Associt:ttion due to the fact that the organi·-
zation expected to supply its destitute churches from this "infant semi-
nary of learning." 48 The success of a number of the school's alumni al-
so suggests that its influences reached out to other Baptists in the 
British Colonies of North America. The Rev. John Gano, for example, 
founded or assisted in the founding of the first Baptist church New York 
City.49 In Virginia he labored with other ministers in establishing 
the Opeckon Church. 50 This church was apparently one of the charter 
members of the Ketocton Baptist Association. 51 He was also employed as 
an itinerating minister by the Charleston Baptist Association of South 
Carolina in 1755.52 One historian, William L. Lumpkin, states that the 
Charleston Association sent Gano on a preaching tour of North Carolina 
47Torbit, lac. cit. 
48aillette, lac. cit. 
49Torbit states that this congregation was gathered by Jeremiah 
Dodge. Torbit, op. cit., p. 226. Another source states that Gano 
assisted in constituting this church. Masters, op. cit., pp. 20, 21. 
The Minutes of the Philadelphia Baptist Association list him as pastor 
of the church when it was received into the association. Gillet, op. 
cit., p. 89. 
50aano, op. cit., pp. 39, 40. 
51charles Hampton, "A History of the Kahukee Baptist Associa-
tion," p. 1. 
52charles Hampton, "A Brief History of the Charleston Baptist 
Association," p. 4 
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in 1754.53 While this is not definitely ascertainable, it is known 
that Gano travelled through the area. Gano later moved to Kentucky 
where he served as Moderator of the Elkhorn Baptist Association.54 He 
was residing in that state at the time of his death in 1805.55 All of 
this gives credence to the idea that the Latin Grammar School must 
have had considerable influence among the Baptists of the Philadelphia 
Association, and, further, it must have been somewhat influential among 
the members of the other five associations. 
The evidence also indicates that the Baptists were tolerant 
and even liberal in .accepting educated ministers at a time when they 
depended primarily on uneducated clerics. Proof of this is to be found 
in the reception which the Sandy Creek Baptist Association gave Rev. 
Gano at his visit in 1759. Charles Hampton of Catlettsburg, Kentucky, 
in an unpublished manuscript, states: 
According to Semple, Elder John Gano was present at the next 
session, he was from the Philadelphia Association. He was re-
ceived by Stearns with great affection. But the young illiterate 
preachers were afraid of him, and kept at a distance. After hear-
ing the man preach the young preachers were so pleased at hearing 
this great man preach that, "they felt as if they never could 
undertake to preach again."56 
John Gano's reception in Kentucky has already been mentioned, 
but it may be added that he not only served as Moderator once but three 
times. Furthermore, he was accorded the signal honor of preaching 
the Introductory Sermon at the regular meeting of the Association in 
53william L. Lumpkin, Baptist Foundations in the South (Nash-
ville, Tenn.: Broadman Press, 1961), p. 65. 
5~inutes of the Elkhorn Baptist Association, 1788, p. 428. 
55Masters, op. cit., p. 21. 
56charles Hampton, "History of the Sandy Creek Baptist Associa-
tion,'' p. 5. 
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1791.57 Finally, the greatest evidence of a favorable reception is 
provided by an act of the Elkhorn Association in 1801, when a committee 
was appointed " ••• to receive the bounty of the churches for the benefit 
of our aged brethren John Gano, David Thompson, & J. Sutton as an indi-
cation of our love and care for them in their old age."58 Thus, it can 
be asserted that educated ministers were accorded a good reception by 
their untrained brethren, and, furthermore, the influence of the Latin 
Grammar School must have been considerably enhanced. Indeed, one of 
the leading ministers of the Elkhorn Association, Elijah Craig, who 
had come from Virginia in 1785, gave notice ini the Kentucky Gazette on 
January 12, 1788 that he was opening a school with a dormitory which 
would accomodate fifty or sixty students. Craig's school, the loca-
tion of which is not known except for the fact that it was to be lo-
cated in Fayette County, Kentucky, offered Latin, Greek, and the usual 
branches of the sciences.59 It is not certain whether Craig would have 
been the teacher or not. He was apparently untrained, but wealthy. 
Thus it is likely that he may have hired someone to do the teaching. 
Unfortunately, so little is known of the venture that it is not pos-
sible to make any further comments. However, it is impressive, when 
considered in relation to the presence of John Gano, a graduate of the 
Latin Grammar School, in the Elkhorn Association. 
57Minutes of the Elkhorn Baptist Association, 1788, p. 462; 
Ivid, 1791, p. 451; Ibid., 1793, p. 462. 
58Ibid., p. 490. 
59walter B. Posey, The Baptist Church in the Lower Mississippi 
valley (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1957), pp. 101, 102. 
David Thomas, another alumnus of the Grammar School, also ex-
erted a widespread influence by organizing and pastoring the Broadrum 
Baptist Church in Fauquier County, Virginia. 60 Under his leadership 
the Broadrum Church was quite progressive in establishing other 
churches. James B. Taylor, a Virginia Baptist historian, stated: 
••• Broadrum church, of which he (Thomas) was pastor, within 
six or eight years, from its establishment, branched out and be-
came the mother of five or six others. The Chappawamsich church 
was constituted from Broadrum in 1766. 61 
Thomas is an example of the tolerant and liberal practices of 
the Baptists in using educated ministers. He was ordained by the 
clergymen of the Philadelphia Baptist Association in 1762 who noted 
after examination that he "appeared to have a competent share of learn-
ing and other prerequisites to the sacred office. 11 62 The church which 
Thomas organized in 1766 became a charter member of the Ketocton Bap-
tist Association in the same year, and in the same year gave rise to 
another church. 63 Thus, along with the tolerant and liberal practices 
of the Baptists, there was a substantial increase in members. 
The idea of establishing a Baptist College is generally con-
ceded to have originated with Morgan Edwards, a minister of the Phila-
delphia Association. 64 This minister, a Welshman, had been educated in 
England. He became pastor of the First Baptist Church in Philadelphia 
60Taylor, op. cit., p. 42. 
62Gillette, op. cit., p. 86. 
6lrbid., p. 43. 
63charles Hampton, "A History of the Ketocton Baptist Associa-
tion," p. 1. 
64Torbit, op. cit., p. 226. 
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in 1761 on the recommendation of Dr. John Gill, the prominent and in-
fl . 1 . . . f d 65 uent1a Bapt1st D1v1ne o Lon on . In 1771 Edwards resigned his pas-
torate to serve as an Evangelist, or travelling minister, for the 
Philadelphia Association.66 This illustrates, incidently, how the 
Baptist$made liberal use of their few educated minis ters. Edwards' 
main contribution, however, was made in establishing Rhode Island 
College . His purpose was to provide the Baptists with a better train-
ed ministry. 67 In this work he secured the assistance of James Manning, 
another graduate of Eaton's academy and the College of New Jersey, who 
became Rhode Island College's first president.68 
The Rev. Hezekiah Smith, another minister who attended the 
Latin Grammar School and the College of New Jersey, began his ministry 
as an itinerating preacher in the South . But he soon moved to New 
England where he spent most of his years as pastor of the Baptist 
Church in Haverhill, Massachusetts . Because his labors were generally 
located in another region, little needs to be said here concerning 
his endeavors. However, it may be noted that he helped establish 
Rhode Is l and College which was the most brilliant star in the educa-
tional attainments of the Baptists in this period . 69 
65Ibid. 
66Gillette, op. cit., p . 119. 
67Torbit, loc. cit. 
68sweet, op. cit., pp. 218, 219. 
69Torbit, op. cit., p . 224. The lasting results of this effort 
to establish a Baptist College may be noted in the present position of 
Brown University, for merly the College of Rhode Is land, as an Ivy League 
School. 
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Not only does the beginning of Rhode Island College demonstrate 
the great degree of tolerance which the Baptists possessed, but it is 
likewise indicated by their policies concerning the government, ad-
missions, and faculty of the school. The school's charter stated in 
this regards: 
And furthermore, it is hereby enacted •• : that in to this lib-
eral and catholic institution shall never be admitted any religions 
tests: ••• all the members hereof shall forever enjoy full, free, ab-
solute and uninterrupted liberty of conscience: and that the Pro-
fessors, Tutors, and all other officers, the President alone ex-
cepted, shall be free and open for all denominations of Protestants: 
,,,Youth of all religious denominations shall and may be freely 
admitted to the equal advantages, emoluments, and honors of the 
College or University.,, sectarian differences of opinion shall 
not make any part of the ••• instruction, although religious con-
troversies may be studied freely, examined and explained ••• 70 
This tolerant approach is further enhanced by the fact that 
the Presbyterians in the Rhode Island legislature attempted to frus-
trate the Baptists' efforts to obtain the charter. The Presbyterians 
claimed that the charter would deprive them of the benefits of the 
institution, and they tried to change it so that eight of the twelve 
administrators would be from their own denomination. Fortunately, the 
Baptists were able to avoid this subterfuge, and the charter was se-
cured.71 
Reception of the charter was duly noted by the Philadelphia 
70Edwin Scott Gaustad, A Religious History of America (New 
York: Harper & Row, Pubs., 1966), p. 71. 
·
71Morgan Edwards, Materials Towards a History of the American 
Baptists, II, (Philadelphia: Joseph Crukahank & Isaac Collins, Prtrs., 
1770), pp. 349-354. This incident reveals that Rhode Island Colony 
though founded by Roger Williams and others who were Baptists in sym-
pathy or profession was not under Baptist control, It also indicates 
that forces of intolerance in that colony may have arisen from other 
groups. 
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in 1764, and the churches were urged to contribute to the school's sup-
port.72 The Association also adopted a plan used by the Charleston 
Association of South Carolina for supporting the college; the exact na-
ture of this plan is unknown. 73 Efforts to secure financial aid are 
recorded for 1766, 1767, 1774 and 1782.74 There is no evidence that 
the Ketocton, Kehukee, or Sandy Creek Associations ever made any 
contributions for the maintenance of this institution. The associa-
tions, however, were not as wealthy as the Philadelphia and Charleston 
Associations. Furthermore, they were beset with a number of problems.75 
The Elkhorn Association, of course, was not in existence until 1785.76 
Kentucky at that time was still a wilderness, and it was not until 
1793 that Elkhorn established correspondence with Philadelphia.77 The 
important factor is that Uhere was no opposition to the support of 
Rhode Island College from the weaker associations. The foregoing evi-
dence indicated that the Baptists were as liberal in the support of the 
school as circumstances permitted. 
72Gillete, op. cit., p. 91. 73rbid., p. 135. 
74Ibid., pp. 99, 101, 109, 135, 142, 181. 
75The Ketocton Association was not only smaller and poo~er, but 
it had been beset with persecution for about twenty years. Many of its 
ministers were jailed for preaching the gospel. The Kehukee was not 
very strong at this time, and the Sandy Creek Separate Baptist had not 
fully united with the Regular Baptists. See Armitage, op. cit., pp. 
729-730; Torbit, op. cit., pp. 239-243; Lumpkin, op. cit., pp. 133-146. 
76Lumpkin, op. cit., p. 130. 
77cillette, op. cit., p. 292. Elkhorn Minutes, however, indi-
cate that a letter was written to the Philadelphia Association at least 
four years before the reception is noted by Philadelphia. What became 
of this correspondence is unknown. 
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Baptist support for a learned ministry is further proven by the 
provision of funds for the education of young ministers, Once again, 
Philadelphia and Charleston were the only associations active in this 
respect. Philadelphia did not establish a regular fund until 180o. 78 
By that time, however, it had already assisted no less than seven can-
didates in obtaining an education. 79 The Charleston Association 
initiated a similar fund in 1755 or 1757. 80 However, the plan was 
not matured until 1790. 81 The committee in control of this fund was 
incorporated in 1792 by the State of South Carolina. 82 It is not 
known how many students were aided, but by 1794 they were assisting 
some students in a school called Cheraw Academy and possibly several 
83 
at Rhode Island College, The association received a total of $8,480 
for the fund between 1791 and 1810, and it expended about $3,400 for 
a library, the location of which is unknown, and the education of stu-
84 dents. 
In 1797 the Charleston Association published a Circular Letter, 
78 
Ibid., p. 350. 79 Ibid., pp. 109, 119, 142, 217, 246. 
80Minutes of the Charleston Baptist Association, 1834, p. 12. 
The minutes are only extant from 1775. The reference in 1834 is a ci-
tation from the Minutes for 1757. A handwritten note in the margin of 
the Minutes says 1755. 
81Ibid., 1789, p •. 3; Ibid., 1790, pp. 2, 3. 
82 Ibid., 1792, p. 4. 
83Ibid., 1794, pp. 3, 4. At least one student, John M. Roberts, 
assisted during this period, wrote to the association in 1797 to express 
his appreciation for the help. This gave the association much satisfac-
tion. Ibid., p. 4. 
84Torbit, op. cit., p. 309. 
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previously cited, written by Dr. Richard Furman on the obligation of 
churches to make provision for the instruction and improvement of per~ 
sons called to the ministry. The churches were obligated to assist in 
this undertaking, because of the importance of such attainments to these 
who filled the sacred office of the church. Education, according to 
the author, was only a handmaid of grace, an assistant to spiritual qua-
lifications. Thus, helping ministerial candidates to obtain an educa-
tion was an obligation, the discharge of which would assist ministers 
to better serve the churches. 85 
Besides establishing schools and providing educational funds 
the Baptists also sought to provide books for those who were unable or 
unwilling to attend school. The books were generally commentaries on 
the Bible, and the associations recommended that the churches purchase 
a set for their minister 1 s use. Dr. John Gill's Exposition of the Old 
and New Testaments was recommended by the Philadelphia Association to 
its churches in 1807. 86 The Ketocton Association made a similar re-
commendation in the same year. 87 And the Charleston Association fol-
lowed suit in 1808. 88 The Minutes of the Sandy Creek, Kehukee, and 
Elkhorn Associations do not indicate that they recommended this com-
mentary, but it is likely that they were aware of the undertaking and 
left it to the ministers themselves to secure a copy of the work. 
85Minutes of the Charleston Baptist Association, pp. 5-10. 
86Gillette, op. cit., p. 429. 
87Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist Association, p. 7. 
88Minutes of the Charleston Baptist Association, p. 2. 
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Although the Baptists continued to provide books for the less 
fortunate ministers and financial assistance for ministerial students, 
their energies were primarily expended in founding more schools. Sev-
eral ac'ademies were established after Rhode Island College. One was a 
school conducted by Dr. Samuel Jones, a minister of the Philadelphia 
Association. This school, located at Lower Dublin, then a suburb of 
Philadelphia, functioned from 1763 to 1795; classical and theological 
subjects were taught.89 Hebron Academy was founded in Maine in 1804; 
it affiliated with Colby University' in 1877. 90 
During the eighteen years prior to the split among the Bap-
tists, which occurred about 1830, mere schools were established. These 
included: Columbia College in Washington, D. C., now George Washington 
University, the Maine Literary and Theological Institution, Coburn 
Classi:cal:<!:nstitute (also of Maine), the Newton Theological Institu-
tion of Massachusetts, the Hamilton Literary and Theological Institu-
tion of New York, Rock Spring Seminary of Illinois which later became 
Shurtless College, and Furman Academy and Theological Institute in 
South Carolina, later Furman University. 91 The remarkable thing a-
bout these schools is that they were established during the period of 
tension in Baptist thinking over the principle of Ministerial Quali-
fications. It also seems feasible to suggest that the Baptists were 
acting in a very liberal and tolerant manner in the presence of this 
tension. 
89Torbit, op. cit., p. 308 
91Ibid. 
90Ibid., p. 311. 
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It may be inferred from the evidence regarding farmer-preachers 
and theological schools, that the Baptists certainly manifested a tol-
erant, liberal, and, in some respects, even a progressive spirit in im-
plementing their contradictory principle concerning ministerial quali-
fications. Perhaps the most remarkable evidence of toleration is to 
be found in their policies for the administration, admissions, and 
faculty of the College of Rhode Island. Unfortunately, this tolerant 
attitude and approach was almost completely destroyed, when a split 
occurred among the Baptists about 1830. One of the most important 
aspects of this split concerned the qualifications of the ministry. 
III. THE BAPTIST SPLIT 
About 1830 the members of the six Baptist Associations split 
into two groups, generally designated the Primitive and the Missionary 
Baptists. Primitive Baptists believed that the ministry should be 
directly equipped by God, that evangelization should be carried on 
by the churches as churches, and the Sovereignty of God in salvation 
should be maintained. Missionary Baptists, on the other hand, main-
tained that God prepared the ministry by means of education, that 
other organizations such as missionary, Bible, and tract societies 
were permitted by the general principles of the New Testament, and 
that human responsibility in salvation should be emphasized. 1 The 
immediate issue, however, concerned the sending of missionaries to 
foreign lands. 
Two Congregationalist ministers, Adoniram Judson and Luther 
Rice, sailed for India in 1812. During their separate voyages, the 
re-esamined the New Testament teaching on baptism. The result was 
that both came to the conclusion that adult immersion was the only 
1
sylvester Hassell, History of the Church of God (New York: 
Gilbert Beebe's Sons, 1886), pp. 327-334; H. C. Vedder, op. cit., pp. 
35-43; Armitage, op. cit., pp. 114-154, 715; A. H. Strong, Systematic 
Theology (24th printing: Westwood, N. J.: Fleming H. Revell, 1965), 
pp. 928-929; Rufus Baboock, Memoir of John Mason Peck (Carbondale, 
Ill.: Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 1965), pp. 64-65; D. B. Ray, 
Baptist Succession (27th Edition: Rosemead, Calif.: The King's Press, 
1951), pp. 90-103. 
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f orm of baptism taught in the New Tes t ament. l.fhen they reached India , 
they sought immersion at the hands of the Br itish Bap tist Missionaries 
who were already there . 
Since they could no longer obtain support from the Congrega-
tionalists, t hey s ought help f rom the Bap tists . The Rev. Rice retur~ to 
the United States in 1813 to seek the assistance of American Baptis t s . 
He was well-received , and the leading Baptists of the United States or-
gani zed the Baptis t General Convent ion for Foreign Missions, later 
called the Triennia l Convention because it met once every three years . 
The Rev . Richard Furman of the Charleston Association became the first 
pr esident of the body , Adoniram Judson and his wife were adopted as 
the body ' s first missionaries, and the Rev . Luther Rice was chosen to 
itinerate in the United States in order to raise money f or t he endea-
vor . 2 One means by which Rice establis hed support for the Convention 
and its missionary program was to organize Missionary Societies in 
local churches, associations , and among individua ls. Member ship in 
these societies was based upon fees , and the control of the or gani-
zations was in the hands of the members . These societies often had 
ministers who were appointed to raise money for the missionary effort 
by preaching fund-raising sermons .3 The Rev . Rice a lso encouraged the 
organization of State Conventions which would \¥ork in harmony with the 
Nationa l Convention . 4 All six of the associ a tions more or less sup-
2Armitage , op . cit., pp . 814, 815 . 
3Newman, op . cit ., pp . 39 1-396; Hassell, op. cit., pp. 747-776; 
" The Bl ack Rock Addr ess,'' The Primitive Baptist Librar y Quarterly , 
Vol. 7, No. 3 (October-December 1966), pp . 5-22 . 
4Newman, op . c it., pp . 402, 403 . 
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ported the missionary endeavors by corresponding with the Baptist Board 
of Foreign Missions, an organization created by the Triennial Conven-
tion and by contributions.5 
The first definite action which occurred among the six associ-
ations, indicative of split, took place in 1827. In that year the 
Kehukee Baptist Association Association resolved to: 
••• discard all Missionary Societies, Bible Societies, and 
Theological Seminaries, and the practices heretofore resorted to for 
their support, in bagging money from the public: ••• , believing 
these societies and institutions to be from the inventions of men 
and not warranted from the word of God. 6 
From 1827 until 1840 similar resolutions were passed by churches and 
associations in North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, Pennsylvania, 
Kentucky, and other states.? Ostensibly, missions and missionary 
societies were the cause. Basically, however, the issue was much more 
involved. In the Kehukee resolution it is obvious that, insofar as 
ministerial qualifications were concerned, these Baptists were defini-
tely rejecting the idea that prepared a man for the ministry by means of 
the natural processes of human learning. 
This is even more evident upon an examination of the most fa-
mous document produced by the Anti-mission Baptists, the Blackrock 
Address. It was formulated in 1832 at Blackrock, Maryland, by Baptists 
5see the Minutes of the Elkhorn, Sandy Creek, Charleston, Ke-
hukee, Ketocton, and Philadelphia Associations between 1815 and 1827. 
6Joseph Biggs, A Concise History of the Kehukee Baptist Asso-
ciation (Tarborough, N. C.: George Howard, 1834), p. 241; Hassell, op. 
cit;, pp. 736, 737. 
7Torbit, op. cit., p. 276; Masters, op. cit., pp. 192-197; 
Hassell, op. cit., pp. 720-776. 
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from Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, New York and Virginia. These men 
objected to the teaching of divinity in colleges, because it implied: 
••• that the revelation which god has made of himself in a human 
science, one a footing with mathematics, philosophy, law, &c. (sic), 
which is contrary to the general tenor of the revelation, and in-
deed to the very idea of revelation itself. 8 
They also objected to men, professing to have been called by the Lord 
to the ministry, attending a college or academy in order to prepare 
for that work, first, because: 
••• we believe that Christ possesses perfect knowledge of his 
own purposes, and of the proper instruments by which to accomplish 
them .• 2nd. Because we believe that the Lord calls on man •• , till 
he has made him experimentally acquainted with that gospel, and en-
dowed him with the proper measure of gifts, suiting the field he 
designs him to occupy; and the person ••• , will find himself learn-
ing in Christ's own school. But when a person professedly called 
of Christ to the gospel ministry, concludes that, in order to be 
useful, he must first go and obtain an academical education, he 
must judge that human science is of more importance in the minis-
try, than that knowledge and those gifts which Christ imparts to 
his servants. To aGt consistently then with his own principles, 
he will place his chief dependence for usefulness on his scientific 
knowledge, aim mostly to deploy this in his preaching.9 
Finally, they objected to Theological Schools, because they " ••• are a 
reflection upon the faithfulness of the Holy Ghost, who is engated ac-
cording to the promise of the great Head of the church to lead the 
disciples into all truth."lO They felt that such schools "had been a 
real pest to the church of Christ.'lll 
It is obvious that the Primitive Baptists had taken the view, 
exclusively, that Christ directly called and fitted a man for the 
8"The Black Rock Address," op. cit., p. 14. 
9rbid., PP· 14, 1s. 
11rbid. 
lDrbid. 
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for the Gospel ministry without any intervening process such as edu-
cation. Inevitably, they rejected all theological schools and reli-
gious colleges as innovations which were unscriptural. 
The Missionary Baptists, on the other hand, committed them-
selves to the idea that God prepared a man for the ministry by the 
natural processes of human learning. An example of this polarization 
is to be ~ound in a Circular Letter written for the Charleston Asso-
ciation in 1830. The writer of this letter stated that the day of 
miracles was past and that the only way in which divine knowledge 
could be acquired was by careful study of the scriptures aided by the 
ordinary operations of the Holy Spirit in opening the understanding 
and applying the truths to the heart. He specifically condemned the 
idea that God directly illuminated a minister as a delusion.l2 
When the split was completed, the Charleston, Philadelphia, 
Sandy Creek, and Elkhorn Baptist Associations were aligned on the 
side of the Missionary Baptists. The Kehukee and Ketocton Associa-
tions were listed as Primitive Baptists.l3 
When an association took a stand it caused complications one 
way or the other, and it was sure to loose some of its churches. This 
occurred in Pennsylvania, Virginia, North carolina, South carolina, 
Kentucky, and other states. Examples of this are found in the Charles-
ton Association, where, in 1840, the Twenty-Five Mile Creek Church 
12Minutes of the Charleston Baptist Association, pp. 14, 15. 
13The Ketocton Association broke with the Missionary move-
ment in 1834. This was almost seven years after the Kehukee Associa-
tion had made its decision. Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist Associa-
tion, p. 7. 
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experienced a serious interruption " ••• by the withdrawal of their for-
mer pastor, Asa Bell, with several others, all of whom declare them-
selves to be of the Primitive (?) (sic) order~•-14 In 1841 two churches 
were removed from the Charleston Minutes without an explanation. These 
included the Colonel's Creek Church and the Jackson Creek Church15 A 
table on the state of the churches in the South Carolina Primitive 
Baptist Association for 1847 was printed in a periodical, The Primitive 
Baptist, published in North Carolina, and it contains the names of all 
three churches. 16 
In some areas, where one party or the other was the most power-
ful, the split was relatively unimportant. For instance, only four 
associations with 18 churches and 857 members in Pennsylvania became 
Primitive Baptists.l7 In contrast one Missionary Baptist Association 
alone, the Philadelphia Baptist Association, had 45 churches and 6,748 
members in 1834. 18 It was a different situation, however, in Kentucky 
where almost a third of the Baptist associations became Primitive Bap-
tists. Seventeen associations, composed of 204 churches and 7,877 mem-
bers, had become Primitive, or Anti-mission Baptists as they were re-
ferred to by their opponents, by 1843.19 In contrast there were fifty 
1~inutes of the Charleston Baptist Association, p. 5. 
15Ibid., p. 3. 
16The Primitive Baptist, Vol. 11, No. 13 (January 2, 1847). 
See table entitled "State of the Churches," p. 105. 
17Hassell, op. cit., p. 912. 
18charles Hampton, "History of the Philadelphia Baptist Assoc-
iation - Containing the Doctrines Advocated," n.p. 
19Masters, op. cit., pp. 281, 282. 
Missionary Baptist Associations with 711 churches and 49,308 members 
in the state in 1840. 20 By 1850 the Primitive Baptists in Kentucky 
had increased to twenty-five associations, including 266 churches and 
9,476 members. 21 In Tennessee the Primitive Movement was even more 
successful. William Warren Sweet stated that the anti-mission move-
ment " ••• made almost a complete sweep of the Baptist churches of 
22 Tennessee." As a result of the success "most of the charitable 
societies were dissolved. Anything that favored missions was fought 
vigorously."23 Statistics are lacking for this state, but it seems 
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apparent that the Missionary Cause suffered greatly. Theological edu-
cation also suffered; one Primitive Baptist historian, Lawrence Edwards, 
stated in a Master's thesis at the University of Tennessee, that it 
was " .•• reasonable to assume that the Tennessee Baptists of this 
period were unfavorable to theological education as a means of preach-
ing the gospel. n24 
It is apparent, then, that while Missions were a primary fac-
tor in the split, ministerial qualifications were also an important 
20Torbit, op. cit., p. 229. 
21 . Masters, lac. c~t. 
22
william Warren Sweet, Religion on the American Frontier 
(New York: Cooper Square, Pubs., Inc., 1964), p. 63. 
23Lawrence Edwards, "The Baptists of Tennessee," (unpub-
lished Master's dissertation, University of Tennessee, 1940), p. 33. 
24rbtd., p. 20. The success of Primitive Baptists in Tennessee 
in the beginning is not easily explained. It is certain, however, that 
at least one major opponent of the Missionary Baptists, Daniel Parker, 
resided in that state about 1816. It also appears that he began his 
opposition there, but he spent most of his years in Illinois. 
T 
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element. Therefore, it seems proper at this point to examine the si-
tuation and causes which made ministerial qualifications an issue in 
the split. Primitive Baptists, it appears, polarized on one aspect of 
the original principle concerning ministerial qualifications, while 
Missionary Baptists polarized on the other. Thus, the tension between 
the two ideas in the original principle was ruptured or, perhaps, it 
was the tension created in the minds of the Baptists by the apparently 
contradictory principle which was ruptured. The causes of this polari-
zation, and the subsequent split, can be attributed to a number of 
factors. Among these are: the dislike of the human mind for antino-
mies or apparently contradictory principles, the personality clashes 
and animosities aroused by advocates of different parts of the origi-
nal principle, a change in theology, and a change in ecclesiastical 
practices. 
The dislike of the human mind for antinomies or apparently con-
tradictory principles is evident. Dr. J. I. Packer has indicated that 
we like to have everything in neat intellectual parcels with no mys-
teries and no loose ends. Hence, if we are faced with a problem, we 
are tempted to deal with it by illegal means - by suppressing or jet-
tisoning one truth for the ~ake of another. 25 It is demonstrable 
from an examination of the evidence that the Baptist prior to the 
split began to do just this very thing. A Circular Letter writer 
of the Elkhorn Association, for example, argued in 1819 that: 
The example of Christ in keeping the Apostles after he 
25Packer,loc. cit. 
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called them to the work, for above three years principally with 
himself in a course of preparation for further labors before he 
dismissed them on the general business of the ministry, strongly 
indicates the obligation of enabling those of the present day who 
appear to be called by him to this momentous employment, to pursue 
a suitable course of preparatory involvement.26 
This writer failed to mention the fact that a man may receive directly 
from God the gift for the work of the ministry. He also failed to note 
that there is no evidence that ministers in the New Testament period, 
after time of Christ, followed any such course. Furthermore, there is 
no example or command to that end in the Epistles of the New Testament, 
but, on the contrary, mer who were called, apparently, proceeded 
directly to the work. 
A similar argument had been presented in 1797 in the previously 
mentioned Circular Letter of the Charleston Baptist Association. The 
writer of this letter stated that Christ took the men who lacked a 
liberal education under his immediate care and teaching for three 
years. He also indicated that Christ no longer bestowed miraculous 
gifts as He had done in the Apostolic Period. They were used, the 
writer argued, during the New Testament era to give evidence· to the 
truth of the gospel and the power of the Redeemer. 27 What the writer 
failed to perceive, however, was that such gifts would have been just 
as useful in his own age. Further, he failed to prove that these 
gifts had ceased with the New Testament period, and, finally, he, 
26Minutes of the Elkhorn Baptist Association, p. 8. 
27Minutes of the Charleston Baptist Association, pp. 8, 9. 
One sided arguments like this one were not characteristic of the 
period in which the writer lived. Most of his contemporaries among 
the Baptists tried to be judicious and balanced in their statements. 
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like the writer of the Elkhorn Letter, ignored the situation following 
the resurrection. No schooling at the feet of the Apostles was re-
quired of ministerial candidates. On the contrary, the Apostle Paul 
ordained elders in a number of churches, and their only preparation 
for the work was Paul's prayer, commanding them to the Lord. 28 In 
another instance, he did instruct an assistant to ordain elders in 
every city who held fast the faithful word as they had been taught.29 
In this case, however, there is no evidence of the idea of a liberal 
education - only some instruction in the Divine Word. Furthermore, 
there is no evidence as to the identity of the instructor. The Ap~stle 
John implied that it was the Holy Spirit, not man, who did the teach-
ing.30 Thus, the Circular Writer, it is assumed, ignored information 
which might have militated against his position. 
Both examples cited from the Elkhorn and Charleston Associa-
tions demonstrate how some Baptists tried to resolve everything in 
favor of a ministry qualified by human learning. Neither example, 
however, complet~ly negates the idea that a man could be qualified 
directly. Indeed, the course of some of those advocating an educated 
ministry seems to have been somewhat cautious as is evinced by the 
following remarks made in South Carolina ln 1823: 
We acknowledge with pleasure, that we earnestly wish all God's 
ministers were men of profound learning, and therefore we are em-
ploying our best efforts to increase their number. But far be it 
from us to entertain the thought of injuring the usefulness, or 
28Acts 14:23. 29Titus 1:5, 9. 
30I Jno. 2:20-27. 
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hurting the feelings of our ministe r of the Lord, who is unl earned 
-We rather wish to s treng then the hands of the old veterans , who 
wi thout learning , have borne the heat and burden of the day in 
t heir Master's cause . This gl orious cause has grown under their 
hands . It needs an increa se of servants . Societ y is great l y im-
proved, and demands improvement in i ts instructors . False doc trines 
a r e urged with bol dness by l earned men. These need to be set on 
the ir own ground. This is of t en felt by our venerable Fathers in 
the Gospel. They pray for able men t o be raised up in the Sanc-
tuary . We unite our prayers with theirs . We add our effor t s .31 
If the advocates of theologi cal ed ucation had continued to be this 
caut ious , the issue mi ght not have become so prominent in the split. 
And it i s possible, when the other factors are cons idered, that if the 
Mi ssionary Bapt i sts had been more cautious on al l aspec t s of the con-
flicting principles involved, there might not have been any split . Un-
fortunately, as the advoca t es of ministerial education increased in 
power , they became less cau t ious . Thus, in 1830 a writer i n the Char-
leston Association, who rigidly favored ministerial training , condemned 
the idea of miraculous illumination as a delusion. 32 
During the same per iod in which the advocates of ministerial 
educat ion wer e becoming compl e t e l y po l arized in their views, adhe rents 
of the idea that God illuminated a man directly were a l so becoming 
polarized . Thus, Dr. Basil Manly, who advocated theological education, 
writing in the Southern Int elligencer in 1823, stated: 
To the Theological Seminary, we know some have great objec-
tions . It is said, that we have no direction from the Word of 
God for Theological Schools . That on the contrar y ; Christ called 
~velve unlettered men to preach his Gospel and to effect the 
31Basil Manly , "Address to the Churches, " Southern Intelli -
gencer, Vol . V, No . 13 (March 29 , 1823), p . 44, col . 1. 
32Minutes of the Charleston Baptist Assoc i a tion, p . 15. 
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mighty moral change which has resulted from their labours (sic), 33 
This statement reveals that opposition to an educated ministry was be-
ginning to arise. The untrained men were starting to formulate argu-
ments against ministerial training. 
Two years after the Rev. John Taylor moved from Virginia to 
Kentucky in 1783, he was present at the organization of the Elkhorn 
Baptist Association as a messenger from the Clear Creek Church. 34 In 
1786 he was chosen moderator of the association, and in the years fol-
lowing he served the organization in a number of capacities.35 By 
1819, however, he had become a member of the Franklin Baptist Associa-
tion and served that society as a fraternal messenger to the Elkhorn 
A . . 36 ssoc1at1on. Thus, he was present at the association in 1819 when 
the Circular Letter was presented which argued that the example of 
Christ in keeping the Apostles with himself for three years of pre-
paratory work previous to the undertaking of their ministry was grounds 
for a similar preparatory involvement. 37 The following year, he was 
again present and presented a pamphlet on the subject to Missions for 
the consideration of the association. 38 In this work, he not only 
argued against the missionary effort, but he also took exception with 
the argument for theological education presented in the Circular Let-
33Manley, op. cit., p. 44, col. 2, 
34Taylor, op. cit., p. 40; Minutes of the Elkhorn Baptist 
Association, p. 417 
35Ibid., p. 420 36Ibid., p. 3. 
37Ibid., p. 8. 38Ibid., p. 6, His pamphlet was 
returned to him. Ibid., p. 7. 
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ter in 1819. He answered: 
It is said, Christ kept his disciples with him three years be-
fore he sent them out to preach. If this was true, it was not to 
learn literature. Nothing is more absurd than to say, that a man 
cannot understand the Scriptures, but by a knowledge of the origi-
nal languages in which they were written. This is some of the 
doctrines of those Theologians, by which they would destroy our 
confidence in all translations, and thereby take our Bible from 
us. 
He then proceeded to argue that the Baptists had preachers without the 
aid of Theological Schools. 40 
Two or three churches in the Elkhorn Association evidently 
agreed with Taylor, because the organization recorded in its Minutes 
for 1820 that several churches expressed a desire to drop correspond-
ence with the Missionary Board. 41 It is assumed that these churches 
must have felt the same way about theological institutions, because 
these institutions always supported the missionary movement. The 
association, however, refused to take action unless all the churches 
in the society desired it. 42 Furthermore, arguments were presented 
by the leaders of the association against following such course.43 
It is evident, then, from the foregoing, that human dislike 
for the contradictory principle on ministerial qualifications was 
beginning to manifest itself. Unable to hold two seemingly opposed 
ideas on this subject, the Baptists were beginning to polarize on 
39John Taylor, Thoughts on Missions, Southern Baptist Conven-
tion Historical Commission (Library of the University of Chicago micro-
film copy), p. 23. 
40 Ibid., pp. 23, 24. 
42Ibid. 
41Ibid., p. 9. 
43
rbid., pp. 9, 10. 
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one part'or the other of the original principle. Eventually, adherents 
of the different ideas would begin to present biased arguments totally 
in favor of their respective positions. Following the split, a Primi-
tive Baptis.t historian and minister presented a wholly one-sided argu-
ment in favor of the illumination position. He stated: 
All persons 'born again' are conducted into the school of Christ, 
where they are taught spiritually, and, ••• , they receive their in-
struction there. God there reveals himself to them, reveals His 
Son to them and in them, and the Holy Ghost takes the things of 
Jesus and shows the same to them.44 
He cited three verses of scripture which favored his'position: Isiah 
45 64:13, Matthew 16:17, and I Cor. 2:9, 10. But he failed to even 
mention those verses which might mitigate his position. 46 
Personal differences and animosities were also factors in the 
polarization and subsequent split. Those who favored an uneducated 
ministry evidently disliked the title of Doctor of Divinity or Master 
of Arts. The earliest evidence of this distaste for such titles is 
to be found in the Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist Association for 1811. 
In that year it was noted that Baptist preachers should not take to 
themselves the title of Doctor of Divinity or Master of Arts.47 A 
similar reference is recorded in the Minutes for 1828. In this re-
ference the personal dislike for degrees is expressed in the follow-
44Hassell, · t 897 op. c1 ., p. 
46see Eph. 4:11-12; I Tim. 3:2; 4:13; II Tim. 2:15; 3:16. 
47Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist Association, p. 6. This 
practice had been occuring for more than thirty years. One wonders 
just what incident had occurred to cause the writer to take offense 
at that time. Nothing, however, is indicated as a reason for this 
course of action. It is assumed that there must have been some in-
stances of personal unpleasantness to have caused this reaction. 
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ing manner: 
The Baptists now appear to be dissatisfied with being a separ-
ate and distinct people, ••• Great exertions are made to become 
honorable and respectable in the estimate of the world, and to 
occupy an eminence equal to the antichristian religionists: hence, 
it became necessary to have their Rev. D. D.'s, A.M.'s and 
v. D. M.'s &c (sic) •••• 48 
It is possible that this distaste for a lettered ministry may have 
been based upon some experiences of personal offences. Indeed, in the 
West there were some examples of this lack of discretion on the part 
of the better educated ministry. 
James Welsh was a missionary to the Western Frontier under the 
control of the Triennial Convention, 1817-1825. At that time the 
Lousiana Territory was the frontier, and Welsh, in conjenction with 
another famous pioneer missionary, John Mason Peck, was attempting 
to establish a church in St. Louis. In order to raise funds for a 
meeting-house, Welsh made a tour of Kentucky, his home state. During 
this fund raising campaign, he apparently committed an indiscretion, 
casting reflection upon an individual who may have been unwilling or 
unable to contribute, when he stated: "I shall think it very hard if 
you do no give me fifty dollars, to help pay for my meeting hourse.49 
The words "very hard" were in some sense a condemnation of the person. 
who refused to contribute. The incident was recorded by John Taylor 
in his Thoughts on Missions. Taylor was apparently acquainted with 
Welsh and his family. He indicated that Welsh had been an esteemed 
and respectable minister prior to becoming a Missionary. The reason 
49Taylor, op. cit., pp. 24, 25. 
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for this change in conduct and influence was ascribed, more or less, to 
the education which Welsh received under Dr. Staughton. Taylor stated: 
••• ; but he was with Doctor Staughton in Philadelphia a year or 
two on the patrimony plan, which produced such a change in that 
young man, that a number of his connections and friends were more 
fond to be in his company, by which we may judge of the corrupting 
tendency of this mighty scheme.50 
Undoubtedly a more serious type of personal offensiveness on 
the part of educated ministers is to be found in the charges of ig-
norance which they made against their less fortunate brethren. An 
anonymous Primitive Baptist minister, for example, complained; 
They told me my principles were from ignorance and the want 
of learning which they would give me gratis, and would support my 
family, as they said my gift was from God. But I believed them 
not, although education would have been desirable, if I had ob-
tained it before I was called to preach; but ignorant and un-
learned as I was, I marched into the gospel field and straightway 
tried to preach Jesus.51 
On the other hand, untrained ministers undoubtedly contri-
buted to the withdrawal of their educated brethren by failures in and 
out of the pulpit. The followers of direct illumination made serious 
grammatical errors, were often repetitious in their preaching, used 
too many fanciful interpretations, and tried to correct their more 
52 fortunate brethren when they appeared to err. It is of little 
wonder, then, that by 1830 personal differences had reached beyond 
the point of endurance. Neither group could abide with the other. 
50Ibid., p. 25. 
Sl"Letters to the Editor," The Primitive Baptist, Vol. 8, 
No. 8 (April 13, 1843), p. 125. 
52Posey, op. cit., p. 254. The errors which they made then 
are still prevalent today. The writer of this thesis has heard a 
number of uneducated Primitive Ministers preach. 
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Theological differences must also be recognized as one of the 
causes for the polarization and split of the Baptists in 1830. Bap-
tists before the split were largely Calvinistic. Their confession of 
faith, the Philadelphia ·Confession, had been modeled on the Westminis-
ter and Savoy Confessions of the Presbyterians.53 Only one of the six 
associations, Sandy Creek, had failed to adopt this creed. One his-
torian, William L. Lumpkin, has described this genre of Baptists as 
modified Calvinists. He implied that there was a considerable var-
iety of beliefs among them, and that some of them were Arminians. 54 
Another writer, Charles Hampton, however, has cast serious doubt on 
this view.55 This paper, therefore, assumes that, with the possible 
exception of a difference on the extent of the atonement, the Baptists 
of the Sandy Creek Association were in general agreement with the 
other five Associations. 
About 1816, theological differences began to be evident. The 
Ketocton Baptist Association in Virginia has a reference to these ris-
ing differences in its minutes for that year. The reference does not 
specify the differences, but it refers to them as "another gospe1."56 
In 1818 a Circular Letter Writer of this association took issue with 
the Rev. Robert Hall, a famous British Baptist preacher. He stated: 
Armenians (sic) contend that salvation is conditional •••• 
53Green (ed.), op. cit. Examples of differences between the 
three confessions are provided in the margins of this edition. 
54Lumpkin, op. cit., pp. 62, 103. 
55Hampton, op. cit., pp. 7, 10-13, 27. 
56Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist Association, p. 7. 
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But to hear a Baptist of the 19th century, who professes to be 
acquainted with his bible, talk about New Testament conditions 
of salvation, other than the blood and righteousness of Jesus 
Christ, must astonish all who are acquainted with the princi-
ples of our denomination.5 7 
In the foregoing quotation, the writer specified "Conditions 
of Salvation" as the point of contention. Baptists, being Calvin-
istic, believed that salvation was unconditional, that it was neither 
based upon any foreseen merit in the saved individual nor any act 
of obedience fulfilling conditions of salvation. Undondieional sal-
vation was based completely upon the choice of God and the merits 
of Christ's death which made salvation certain for the elect. 
The issue of conditional salvation was raised again in 1823. 
A circular letter writer for that year stated: " ••• if God has sus-
pended the salvation of man on any train of conditions, which, in 
his present state, he has no power to perform, then that salvation 
can never be his. 1158 In 1826 another writer remarked that ministers 
advocating a conditional salvation were inviting every one to come 
to Christ. H±s view was that Christ only invited sensible sinners, 
sinners who had realized their condition. 59 
Some of the particular issues involved were the extent of 
Christ's atonement for sin and the doctrine of election. The more 
educated ministers generally took the view that Christ died for all 
men without exception. Furthermore, they began to contend that God's 
57Ibid., p. 13. 
ssibid., p. 7. 
59Ibid., p. 7. 
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election of man to salvation was based upon the foreseen obedience 
of the individual to the Gospel. 
The issue over the extent of the atonement had been among the 
Baptists for sometime, and the attitude during the early period was 
that of toleration. If a minister held that Christ died for every 
one, it was to be no bar to fellowship.60 But the introduction of 
a book by a British Baptist minister, Andrew Fuller, changed the sit-
uation. Dr. Fuller was well-known for his work with William Carey 
in establishing the British Baptist Mission movement. The Phila-
delphia Association had received a letter from Dr. Fuller in 1805, 
and it was read and received with "peculiar satisfaction."61 It 
was about this time that Dr. Fuller's most controversial work was 
printed in America. Originally published in 1781, the book entitled 
The Gospel Worthy of All Acceptation, was unique in asserting that 
Christ's atonement, while efficient for the elect, was sufficient 
for the non-elect. 62 The problem with the work was the length to 
which the idea of efficiency-sufficiency, as some referred to it, 
was carried. For example, a minister in Tennessee, Elder Reuben Ross, 
read Dr. Fuller's work and "··.settled down in the belief, from which 
he never afterward swerved, that all men without exception are sub-
jects to whom the gospel should be addressed. 63 In essence he 
601 k" . t 133 146 ump ~n, op. c~ ., pp. - • 
61Gillette, op. cit., p. 412. 
62Andrew Fuller, The Gospel Worthy of All Acceptation 
(Evansville, Ind.: Sovereign Grace Pubs., 1961), pp. 53-SS. 
63James Ross, Life and Times of Elder Reuben Ross 
(Philadelphia: n.p., 1882), pp. 16, 17. 
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accepted the idea that Christ made a universal atonement for all men, 
and he also moderated his views on the doctrine of election, believing 
that election was based upon the foreseen acceptance of Christ by the 
individual. 64 
In the Philadelphia Association, it is not clear as to just 
how the change in view occurred. For example, in 1822 Dr. John Gill's 
commentaries were again recommended to the churches. Most important, 
however, was the fact that another one of Gill's works was recommended 
as a defence against Arminian doctrine.65 This book was entitled 
The Cause of God and Truth. In it Gill particularly emphasized elec-
tion and limited atonement.66 It is not surprising to find a Cir-
cular Letter, written in 1832, stressing the fact that the idea of a 
general atonement was absurd. 67 But in 1834, another Circular Let-
ter writer indicated that there was a need to emphasize those pre-
cious truths (election and particular redemption) which weresbeing 
68 neglected. By 1855, however, it is evident that the sentiments 
of the association had changed, for a Circular writer for that year 
believed that the purpose of the Church was to save the world for 
which Christ diea. 69 
94Ibid., et. al. 
65Hampton, op. cit., n.p. 
66John Gill, The Cause of God and Truth (Atlanta, Ga.: 
Reprinted by Turner Lassiter, 1962), pp. 78-97, 98-104. 
67Hampton, op. cit., n.p. 
69Ibid. There are no explanations or indications in the 
Minutes which would describe the causes behind this change. 
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In Virginia, the Ketocton Association's ministers had every 
opportunity to behold the change which was occurring in the theology 
of the Baptists. For example, the Religious Herald, a Baptist paper, 
often contained articles which indicate that a change was occurring. 
One of these articles, written by a minister in 1816 under the name 
of Fauquier, discusses an exposition of John 1:29 which had been accep-
ted at a Minister's Meeting in Richmond in August, 1830. The author 
began the article by pointing out that he had had great expectations 
for this meeting. Then he began to express his disappointment with 
the views which had been expounded in the meeting. He states: 
The sentiments were so entirely different from any that I 
had ever heard awowed by a Baptist, or had ever seen published 
under the sanction of a Baptist meeting, that I was for a moment 
overwhelmed by astonishment. I had heard such sentiments de-
livered by the advocates of conditional salvation, and by those 
who contend for universal salvation - I had pitied the propaga-
tors of such principles. I had contributed my little mite to 
convince any with whom I met holding such views that they were 
wrong. But to what .am·. I now brought.? Brought to see the 
Baptists espousing the very cause, of which many of its earlier 
advocates are now becoming ashamed. 
If these things be so: then the groans,the sorrow, the 
sufferings and death, the ascension and intercession of Christ; 
together with God's act of justification, to a great extent are 
vain and lost forever. From a view (in my estimation) so near 
the borders of blasphemy, my soul in disgust turns away, Uni-
versal Atonement is asserted. We plain people in the country, 
have always believed that there is an inseparable connection 
between Atonement and Redemption. If in this view we are right, 
then if the Atonement be Universal, where, we would ask, is 
the glory of that justice, which will consign Redeemed Souls 
to the shades of eternal night.70 
The differences over the atonement are clearly distinguish-
able. Furthermore, it is apparent that the more educated ministers 
iZOFauquier, "Universal Atonement means - Conditional Salva-
tion," Religious Herald, Vol. III, No. 40 (October 8, 1830), p. 157. 
Cols. 1, 2. 
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were very much involved in effecting this change in doctrine. On the 
other hand, the plain people in the country were evidently beginning 
to recoil at this change in theology, and, seeing it linked with minis-
ters of erudition, they must have identified theological education as 
one of the causes. Indeed, some were beginning to fear" ••• , that 
Missionaries will be sent who do not preach a sure Gospel. 11 71 
Given the foregoing information, it was not surprising to 
find that the Ketocton Association recorded in its Minutes for 1833 
that: "It is no longer a matter of surmise or speculation, but fully 
known, that unhappy differences exist in the borders of Zion. rr 72 In 
1834 the association followed the Kehukee action of 1827 and aban-
cloned all of its connections with Missionary Societies and Theolo-
gical Institutions. 73 It also specified one of the reasons for the 
split as based upon theological differences. In 1836, a Circular 
writer, pondering the doctrine of Election, stated: "What rancor and 
rage have we heard pronounced when this has been the topic of conver-
sation. We have been told that it came from hell, and should be sent 
whence it came." 74 
The new Baptists, then, were anti-Calvinists in their theolo-
gy.75 A Missionary Baptist historian, David Benedict, whose career 
7l"A Pure Gospel," Religious Herald, Vol. VIII, No. 44 
(November 5, 1830), p. 175 col. 2. 
72Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist Association, p. 4. 
73 Ib'd., 2 7 ~ pp. - • 74Ibid., p. 7. 
75It seems apparent that the new Baptists became largely 
Arminian in their theology after their split. 
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spanned the years from 1810 until 1860, also noted the bitterness of 
the anti-Calvinists against the doctrine of Election. He does not say 
why the New Baptists became largely anti-Calvinists, but in his dis-
cussion of the introduction of the theological system of Andrew Fuller 
he provides an indication of the causes for this change in theology. 
It would seem, from his explanation, that the older Baptists did not 
preach to persons who were outside the church. They addressed only 
the members. With the introduction of Fuller's system, ministers 
began to address non-members. Some ministers apparently felt that 
Fuller's approach could subvert the gospel, and they began to oppose 
the new theology. Thus, it was impossible for the "Fullerites" to 
pass muster on the score of orthodoxy with the old school party, 
"the Gillites," or to be on terms of cordiality ,.,ith themJ6 
On the other hand, the Calvinistic Baptists were apparently 
against the Arminian Baptists as one Baptist historian noted: 
We can have no conception of the bitterness and enmity cher-
ished against Rev. H. Holcombe, a pastor of the First Baptist 
Church in Philadelphia, excited by that memorable sermon, "On 
the attainableness of Faith," intimating that a soul had some 
part in its own salvation, at least, by acceptance of Christ, 
and by overcoming and growth.77 
On the basis of the foregoing evidence, then, it may be 
definitely asserted that theological changes were one of the fac-
76navid Benedict, Fifty Years Among the Baptists (Glen 
Rose, Tex.: Newman & Collings, 1913), p. 104. 
77 Thomas S. Griffiths, A History of Baptists in New Jersey 
(Hightstown, N. J.: Barr Publishing Co., 1904), p. 53. This writer 
seemed to have believed that the Missionary Baptists were truly 
Calvinistic, and that the Primitives were Anti-nomians. Yet his 
description of some of the Missionary ministers makes this ques-
tionable. Ibid., pp. 53-61. 
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tors in the split whichoccurred among the Baptists about 1830. Follow-
ing the split, the groups which afterwards became known as Primitive 
Baptists held to the idea that salvation was by God's purposes and 
power alone, whereas the Missionary Baptists for the most part ascribed 
salvation in part, at least, to man's effort. The Primitive Baptists, 
who believed in a God illuminated ministry, blamed the heresy and split 
on theological institutions.78 
A final cause for the disruption may be ascribed to the eccles-
iastical restructuring, or, at least the fear of it, which occurred 
among the Baptists during the first 30 years of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Prior to 1800 the only organization which existed among the 
Baptists was the local association of churches. This type of organi-
zation was composed of messengers from the local churches. The as-
sociation acted as an advisory council in matters of local concern. 
It did not have the power or authority to direct the actions of the 
churches which composed it,79 One exception to the local association 
organization existed in Virginia where a General Committee was formed 
in 1784 by Separate and Regular Baptists to expedite their efforts in 
securing religious freedom. The Committee also served as a means for 
78"Black Rock Address," op. cit., p. 15. For examples of 
Missionary Baptists ascribing salvation in part to man's effort the 
reader is referred to a Circular Letter writer of the Sandy Creek 
Association, who wrote in 1880 that, although he did not believe in 
salvation by works alone, his readers should witness to the lost be-
cause they might be instrumental in the salvation of some souls which 
otherwise would be forever lost. See Charles Hampton, op. cit., p. 27. 
79Lumpkin, op. cit., p. 140. It should be noted, however, 
that the associations sometimes exceeded their authority. 
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uniting the Separate and Regular Baptists. 80 Likewise, it established 
correspondence with Baptist churches in many parts of the United States. 
However, it hardly represented all of the Baptists in America.81 
About 1800 other types of organizations were established, in-
eluding Missionary, Tract, Bible, and Educational Societies. Mission-
ary societies, for example, were a rival of the local associations. 
They were formed independently of the associations, and membership 
was based upon a yearly contribution. 82 The same type of member-
ship prevailed in the other societies. Since these societies were 
independent of the local associations and churches, it was inevitable 
that rivalry should arise. 
An example of this rivalry is provided by the action of two 
missionaries in the Territory of Missouri during the decade preceding 
that State's organization and admission to the Union. Two ministers, 
John Mason Peck and James Welsh, were sent to the Missouri Territory 
in 1817 by the Foreign Mission Board of the Triennial Convention.83 
They travelled to Missouri the same year and began their labors. 84 
But there were two Baptist Associations already in the territory by 
8oibid., pp. 140-141. 
8lsweet, op. cit., pp. 296, 297. There is little warrant 
for Sweet's contending that "In a sense this committee represented 
the Baptists in the United States and in that capacity sent an add-
ress to the newly elected President, ••• " Ibid. 
82Torbit, op. cit., pp. 246, 247. 
83Babcock, op. cit., pp. 64-65. 
84Ibid., pp. 70-116. They traveled by steamboat. The trip 
was described by Peck who was a close observer. 
the time the missionaries arrived, and a third was organized the fol-
lowing year. 85 Frontier Baptist preachers had already arrived with 
the emigrants and were busy spreading the Baptist faith. They had 
been laboring in the area for nearly twenty years, and there were 
twenty-five or thirty Baptist churches in Missouri and perhaps as 
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many preachers as there was in Kentucky according to the popplation. 86 
A minister from Kentucky who visited Missouri, John Taylor, complained: 
"To read, or hear tlie Reports of Peck and Welsh, it would seem as if 
the whole country was almost a blank as to religion~nS7 
The missionaries were forward in their attempts to organize 
churches. In one case, a missionary approached a man so forcefully 
about organizing a church in the individual's locale that he was re-
pulsed with contempt.88 In another instance, eight or ten Baptists 
near the town of St. Charles were asked to delay the organization of 
their church until the missionaries could be present. One of the 
prospective members indicated that the missionaries forced themselves 
upon the group. The purpose of the missionaries, according to Rev. 
Taylor's view, was to have a fine tale to write the great mission 
board and to bring the church under their contro1. 89 Taylor made 
it seem that Welsh and Peck thought little of churches organized by 
others, and that no church deserved the name save those organized 
85Taylor, op. cit., p. 14. 
87 Ibid. 
86Ibid., p. 12. 
88Ibid., p. 15. 
89Ibid. While it cannot be definitely ascertained that this 
was the purpose of Welsh and Peck, it is certain that they would re-
port to their board that they had participated in the organization 
of a new church. 
by missionaries. 90 
On the other hand, Johm M. Peck, one of the missionaries, 
blamed the opposition to missions which arose in Missouri to three 
causes. First, the preachers were deficient in correct and Scrip-
tural knowledge concerning church government. They did not compre-
hend the "extreme simplicity and large liberty" which the Bible 
doctrine of Church government gave the adherents in their "selection 
of objects and diverse modes of benefactions." Second, they were 
dominated in their thinking by a crude fatalism or antinomianism 
which resulted in their denying that God used instrumentalities and 
means in the conversion of sinners. Third, part of the opposition 
"originated in sheer selfishness."91 
Peck felt that his opponents were jealous of their influence 
with the people. He specifically mentioned one man who objected 
that " ••• these missionaries will be all great learned men, and the 
people will go to hear them preach, and we shall be put down." 92 In 
this objection, education is directly related to the issue of mis-
sions, and, further, the problem of ecclesiastical restructuring and 
rivalry is implied. 
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John Taylor, however, indicated that Welsh and Peck seemed to 
have thought that none could preach but educated ministers.93 The 
90Ibid., PP· 14, 15. 
91Babcock, op. cit., pp. 109, 110. 92Ibid., p. 111. 
93Taylor, loc. cit. In my readings of Peck's Memoir I felt 
that there was some indication of this type of attitude on the part 
of Peck. Furthermore, he recognized uneducated ministers as very 
wise, if they supported him. Hence, he was biased. 
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fact that Peck complained about the difficulties which arose from 
"the ignorant and selfish preachers" would appear to bear out Taylor's 
t . 94 conten 1.on. Peck evidently failed to realize that some of his 
actions and conduct could have been, in part, responsible for the 
opposition. 
Another opponent of the ecclesiastical restructuring, the Rev. 
Daniel Parker, an Illinois Baptist preacher, campaigned even more 
Vigorously against the new organizations. He not only repudiated the 
arguments of the new movements, but he offered some valid reasons for 
his disagreement. This is evident in some of his comments which he 
made on the Great Commission (Matt. 28:19,20): 
Stop here, 0 my brethren & pause; was this a missionary 
society gave this command, or is it the command of our King 
.•• , or was there a missionary society independent of the church 
to send them (the Apostles) and fix on the field of their labors, 
and support them, or a seminary of learning lay between these 
disciples and the place their Lord was about to send them; if 
there are any of those things, where are these texts; they will 
do you some good; if you cannot find them, then the others 
stand pointed against 9ou, for we are under the same dispensa-
tion to this day, .••• 5 
Parker was far removed from the area of the six associations 
under considera tion (except Kentucky), but his influence was apparently 
felt throughout the Baptist fold. One editor in North Carolina, T. 
Meredith, complained: 
94Babcock, op. cit., p. 206. 
95naniel Parker, A Public Address to the Baptist Society of 
the Baptist Board of Foreign Missions (Vincennes, Ind.: Stout & 
Osborn, Prtrs., 1820), pp. 27, 28. Parker was very astute in his 
writings. He did a much better job than he was given credit for 
by his contemporaries who disagreed with his views. He could use 
satire, logic, caricature with devestating effectiveness. 
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If we be not much mistaken the follm<ing extract records the 
origin and early progress of the schism, familiarily known in this 
section of the country by the name of Kehukeeism, Most of the 
sentiments, and many of the expressions with which the district of 
the Kehukee Association has been inundated for the last 6 or 8 
years, both from the pulpit and the press, had evidently been 
promulgated in Illinois some time before. That this anti-mission 
system, with its whole caste (?) of cant phrases and stale argu-
ments, has been derived from Illinois, is rendered more certain 
by. the well known fact, that the publications of this same Daniel 
Parker have been patronized in this state, for a number of years. 
These facts furnish a conclusive reply to the charge, so often 
repeated, that the friends and supporters of missions are inno-
vators and aggressors, and that they are consequently chargeable 
with all the discord and ill-will which have been engendered by 
this unprofitable and unnecessary controversy,96 
Native resentments towards the new organizations were un-
doubtedly stiffened by Parker's arguments, yet this opposition also 
grew stronger as the new societies increased in strength. By the 
time of the split (circa, 1830) the tension between the opponents 
and advocates of the new societies had grown so great that it could 
no longer be endured, Thus', a rupture followed, and ecclesiastical 
restructuring must be assessed as one of the reasons for that split, 
In conclusion, it must be asserted that the Baptists polari-
zed on various parts of the conflicting principle concerning minister-
ial qualifications. There were at least four causes for this polari-
zation which have already been enumerated, As complete polarization 
became a reality, a split became imminent, When the split occurred, 
it was necessarily productive of bitterness, a tendency to extreme 
rigidity, and dogmatism which precluded liberty of conscience. The 
96T, Meredith (ed,), "Origins of Discord," The North Carolina 
Baptist Interpreter, Vol, I, No. 6 (June, 1833), p. 130 col. 3, 
p, 131 col. 1. 
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rupture of the tension in the original principle concerning ministerial 
qualifications was to have some bad side effects. This will be evi-
dent in the following examination of the situation after the split. 
IV. THE ANTI-CHRIST 
Following the split both Primitive and Missionary Baptists be-
came narrow-minded, rigid, and inflexible in their attitudes and 
approaches to the issues which had become controversial. In short, 
intolerance and exclusivism followed as a result of the rupture of the 
tension in Baptist thinking on ministerial qualifications, and these 
me1ancholy effects are readily noticeable in regards to the positions 
which the two groups took. Baptists, formerly, had been tolerant and 
liberal toward men qualified either by education or direct illumina-
tion; men who loved, believed, and preached the Gospel were· well-re-
ceived, regardless of the methods involved in their preparation for 
the ministry. From 1750 until 1830, the Baptists were good examples 
of their own views of liberty of conscience. But following the se-
paration of 1830, there seems to have been an almost complete failure 
on the part of Primitives and Missionaries to maintain that great prin-
ciple of the Baptists. Indeed, the contrast in conduct before and 
after the split of 1830 is of such magnitude that neither the Mis-
sionary nor the Primitives seem to be the successors of the people 
discussed earlier in this thesis. 
It may be that the Baptists, following the split, became in-
tolerant and exclusive, because they ruptured the tension in their 
thinking or in their principle on ministerial qualifications. In 
order to provide more evidence which would suggest a connection be-
tween this rupture of the tension and the rise of exclusivism, the 
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views and conduct of both parties with regard to each other on the issue 
of ministerial qualifications will be examined and contrasted with 
those of their predecessors in relation to other Protestants on the 
same issue. Second, the course of both parties in seeking to establish 
themselves as the true. succesors of Christ and the Apostles, an exclu-
sivistic approach, will be compared with the charitable efforts of the 
Separate and Regular Baptists to establish a Christian Union with each 
other from 1758 until 1801. 
The attitudes and approaches of Primitive and Missionary Bap-
tists with regard to each other are readily ascertainable in writings 
extant from the period following the split, generally from 1830 until 
1850 with some later exceptions. Missionary Baptists, for example, 
who had gravitated almost entirely to the view that education was a 
necessity for ministerial qualifications, condemned the Primitives 
for relying upon direct illumination as the sole means for preparing 
a minister for the work of preaching. At the same time, they com-
pletely disregarded direct illumination as a tool in the preparation 
of the ministry. An illustration of Missionary Baptist intolerance 
for the idea of a ministry prepared by direct illumination is to be 
found in a Circular Letter of the Charleston Baptist Association. In 
1840, the writer of this letter stated: 
But the man, who pretends to rely solely upon the teachings 
of the Holy Spirit, while he makes no effort to add to his store 
of knowledge, will certainly remain "a novice," when "being 
lifted up with pride, he will fall into the condemnation of the 
devil. rrl 
lMinutes of the Charleston Baptist Association, p. 15. 
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A minister in Georgia, writing under the pseudonym of Nehemiah, 
also indicted the Primitive Baptists of the Kehukee Association in 
North Carolina for their opposition to Theological Schools . His cas-
tigation of Kehukee ministers reveals the same intolerant attitude as 
that manifested by the writer of the Charleston Association. This 
minister wrote: 
Because these ministers are ignorant themselves, they cannot 
endure the thought that the benevolent societies of the age shall 
make others more enlightened and of consequence more useful and 
respected; therefore they oppose the means which would render them 
so . It has been said openly in view of the establishment of Theo-
logical Seminaries, designed to render young men more accep table 
ministers, that they "will not let us poor ignorant preachers 
preach!" Now it is not to be wondered at that such men oppose 
plans calculated to effect that which they fear, and which their 
proud hearts cannot fear to see accomplished.2 
Missionary Baptists, unfortunately, revealed a most intoler-
ant attitude, when they predicated pride and fear as the reasons for 
Ptimitive oppos ition to theological education. And, in defending them-
selves, they also manifested that their ability to think was affected. 
Their arguments for the cause of ministerial education were often one-
sided and unimaginative. One minister in Virgi nia, Robert Ryland, for 
example, gave this facile answer to a criticism levelled at Seminaries: 
"It is said our young men learn to be proud at Seminaries. Paul, 
however, intimates that ignorance is the cause of pride.3 A 
2Nehemiah, Strictures on the Sentiments of the Kehukee Associa-
tion (Milledgeville, Ga.: Comak & Rayland, Prtrs., 1829), p. 24. 
3Robert Ryland, "A Sermon before the Baptis t Educational 
Society of Virginia," The Biblical Recorder, Vol. II, No. 38 (September 
21, 1836), p. 325 . His statements, totally one-sided, are typical 
of the period. The idea of balance in statements seemed to have com-
pletely vanished. That it may be attributed to the destruction of the 
original two-sided principle, this writer does not doubt. 
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more biased answer could have hardly been offered, because the same 
Apostle also stated that knowledge puffed up a man while charity edi-
fied. 4 
Disregarding the history of their predecessors, the Missionary 
Baptists insisted upon the absolute necessity of education as a pre-
requisite to the ministry, and, at the same time, they completely 
relegated their opponents to a limbo of lawlessness as is indicated 
by. the following discourse: 
In proportion as the mind is stored with knowledge, it is pre-
pared to comprehend the true meaning of sacred scriptures; that a 
critical acquaintance with the ancient languages is necessary to 
enable us to drink in the wholesome instruction of heaven in their 
greatest pruity, ••• ; that intellectual culture gives strength and 
scope to intellectual action; that, so far from disabling the moral 
faculties, the development of our intellectual powers is an im-
por.tant auxiliary to the cultivation of our moral feelings; ••• ; 
that such is the cultivation of our age and nation, that intel-
lectual improvement ••• is essential to the influence, and ••• use-
fulenss of a minister of the gospel; ••• And all these are truths, 
which though perhaps not sufficiently pondered, are yet too well 
established to need here a further confirmation. 
See a large part of our denomination fettered in the torpors 
of antimonion (sic) error for want of a well taught ministry.S 
The predecessors of this ministe! would not have regarded his argu-
ment as well put, and it is obvious that it lacks substance in many 
respects. However, the important matter is that it is one-sided, 
unimagina'tive, and intolerant. Nowhere does the author recognize 
the possibility that there might be an answer to his so-called truths. 
Furthermore, the author does not ponder the so-called sacred scrip-
(II Cor. 8:1. 
5 G. Fill, "Ministerial Education," The Biblical Recorder, 
Vol. I, No. 17 (April 29, 1835), p. 63 col. 1. 
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tures which state that the instruction of heaven cannot be discerned by 
natural means. This instruction of heaven, according to the Bible, is 
spiritually discerned. 6 
Two examples of extreme bigotry and intolerance are to be found 
in the writings of B. H. Carroll, Jr., who wrote as late as 1902 in Ken-
tucky, and in the writings of the minister who referred to himself un-
der the pseudonym of Nehemiah, who wrote as early as 1829 in Georgia. The 
Rev. Carroll had earned a doctorate in theology and was the son of a 
seminary president, but his academic attainments and position did not 
prevent him from using the most narrow-minded language in describing 
the anti-missionary attack on Luther Rice, the travelling representa-
tive of the Baptist Board of Foreign Missions in the United States 
from 1815 until 1820. He stated: "I see the icy-hearted monster of 
Hardshellism drag its slimy length across his path, and strike at him 
with its Antinomian fangs."7 The minister of Georgia, provides an 
earlier, but no less emphatic, statement of the same nature: 
••• , but then an Association of Protestant Ministers and lay-
members should so far coincide with the spirit of Anti-Christ, as 
to adopt, in regard to the Lord's cause, sneering and calumnies 
similar to those disgourged from the foul mouth of infidelity, is 
passing strange; and, in the language of an enlightened editor, 
"it is a lamentation, and shall be for a lamentation. "8 
The Spirit of Anti-Christ! What an attitude! It is of little 
wonder, then, that the Missionary Baptists should manifest a complete 
6r Cor. 2:9-14. 
7B. H. Carroll, Jr., The Genesis of American Anti-Missionism 
(Louisville, Ky.: Baptist Book Concern, 19021,pp. 54, 55. 
8Nehemiah, op. cit., p. 11. 
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disregard for the ministrations of Primitive Ministers, In 1839 the 
Sandy Creek Baptist Association voted unanimously not to receive mem-
hers from other denominations although they were immersed, This re-
gulation may have been made with reference to the Primitive Baptists, 
because the minister and historian, Elder George w. Purefoy, who re-
corded this action in his history of the association, made numerous 
references to the Primitive Baptists of the Kehukee Association in 
the same volume. He also made a comment which appears to have had 
a direct bearing on the Missionary-Primitive Baptist split. He stated: 
r '~ 
We have no right to admit the validity of b~ptism administered 
by those who were once Baptists and have seceded from us, for they 
in doing this, caused a division, for which they are to be marked 
and avoided. See Romans, XVI.l7.9 
In the Elkhorn Association one church split into Missionary 
and Primitive parties, both of which continued to worship in the 
same meeting-house. Yet neither party would recognize the ordinances 
performed by the other. 10 In Alabama, the practice of refusing to 
receive the baptisms performed by Primitive ministers apparently de-
veloped more slowly. Moreover, it seems to have had some relation-
ship to the conduct of the Primitives themselves, because a Mission-
ary Baptist minister in a debate stated: 
Mr. Webb claims that the Old School Baptists have always re-
baptized those who come into their churches from other denomina-
9Elder George W. Purefoy, ·History of the Sandy Creek Baptist 
Association (New York: Sheldon & Co., Pubs., 1859), p. 180. For re-
ference to action see p. 179, and for references to Primitive Baptists 
see pp. 48, SO, 52, et, al. 
lOMinutes of the Elkhorn Baptist Association, 1845, n.p. 
tions, and also from the Missionary Baptist Churches, and that in 
this the Old School Baptists have sustained the Primitive order. 
Heretofore, we have accepted their baptism as brethren in 
error, but we have borne with them until forbearance and patience 
have ceased to be virtues, and we think the time has come, and 
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the churches are ripe for it, to bear with their errors no longer. 
Hereafter when they come to us they must come through the water 
like other denominations.ll 
The attitudes and approaches of the Missionary Baptist with 
regards to ministers qualified by the Holy Spirit have been sufficient-
ly delineated to establish the fact that intolerance and narrow-minded-
ness were two of the results of the split in that party. On the other 
hand, there is an abundance of evidence available to establish the fact 
that the results were the same among the Primitive Baptists. 
Primitive Baptists, following the split, opposed theological 
schools as savoring of "lucre" rather than "good-will towards men."12 
According the Anti-Mission Baptists, educated ministers served 
not the Lord Jesus Christ but their own bellies, and by good words and 
fair speeches they deceived the simple.l3 Another motive for an edu-
cated ministry was pride.l4 Thus, it naturally followed that Primi-
tive Baptists soon developed a strong dislike for the Missionary 
Baptists. One Primitive minister, Isaac Tillery, stated in 1843: 
11The Revised Webb-Cumbie Discussion (Elba, Ala.: Clipper JQb 
Co., Prtrs., 1890), p. 34. According to the title page the original 
discussion took place in 1875. 
12 Mark Bennett (ed.), "Proposals," The Primitive Baptists, 
Vol. I, No. 1 (October 3, 1835), p. 1. 
13Anthony Halloway, "Extract from the Address of the Baptist 
State Convention," The Primitive Baptist, Vol. I, No. 8 (May 28, 1836), 
p. 156. 
l~ark Bennett (ed.), "Theological Schools", The Primitive 
Baptist, Vol. I, No. 11 (June 6, 1836), p. 169. 
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The missionaries have got the people in this country to believe 
that· Jesus, and his .apostles and all the angels in heaven, are mis-
sionaries. Now brethren, if this be the case, I for one am gone, 
for of all God's creation I hate them the worst.l5 
Such a spirit of intolerance and bigotry reached its fullest ex-
pression, when the Primitive Baptists, proceeding in the same course as 
the Missionary Baptist, began to refer to the Missionary movement as 
anti-Christian. From the Primitive view point, theological seminaries, 
by attempting to qualify men for the ministry, professed to hold at 
their disposal the gifts of the Holy Spirit, and this was anti-Chris-
tian.16 The Primitive Baptist writer, Mark Bennett, who made this 
indictment of Missionaries was quite explicit: " ••• ,we would be un-
derstood to mean the man of sin, the son of perdition spoken of by 
the Apostle, 2 Thess. ii.3."17 
While the Primitive Baptists were similar to the Missionaries 
in being intolerant and narrow-minded, they did reveal more ability 
in defending their own views than their opponents. For example, on 
the question of ministerial qualifications, one writer stated: 
While the Scriptures totally oppose the idea of men being 
made either Christians or ministers by human inventions and 
means they equally and emphatically enjoin upon the minister to 
"read, search, meditate upon the Scriptures, ••• " Like all the 
dear children of God, the minister should especially desire to 
"grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour 
Jesus Christ. 11 18 
15 Isaac Tillery, "Letter," The Primitive Baptist, Vol. VIII, 
No. 9 (May 13 , 1843) , p • 13 7. 
16Bennett,. loc. cit. l7Ibid. 
18Hassell, op. cit., p. 313. Some of the first Primitive 
Ministers actually seemed to have a good balance to their approach, 
but within twenty years this balance had begun to decline. CF. J. M. 
Watson, The Old Baptist Test (Nashville, Tenn .. : Bell, Jones & Co., 
1867), pp. 181-182. 
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Unfortunatel y , many Primitive ministers did not fo llow these 
injunctions, but relied sol ely on illumination and inspiration. The 
idea of studying the Scriptures before preaching fell into ill-repute 
and the results can be imagined.l9 The cause may be attributed to the 
complete polarization of Primitive Baptists upon the idea of a n im-
mediately qualified ministry. 
Anti-Mission Baptists also followed the same practices as the 
Missionaries in refusing to receive the ministrations of their oppo-
nents as valid. Members of the Kehukee Bapt i st Association, for ex-
ample, refused to retain members or ministers in their churches who 
favored the schemes of the day (i.e. Theological Schools) . 20 Natur-
ally, the baptism performed by Missionary ministers was regarded as 
invalid. 21 A Primitive Baptist editor in the North , Gilbert Beebe, 
declared that the baptism performed by Missionary Baptists was of no 
value because they were out of the fellowship of a Gospel church.22 
For a baptism to be valid the administrator had to be recognized as 
a servant of the true church of God . 23 Thus, any one coming to the 
19The writer of this thesis has visited among some Primitive 
Baptists who re l y solely on illumination in order to preach . With 
one or t wo exceptions , the results were distressingly plain. 
20Mark Bennett, "For Primitive Baptis ts," The Primitive Bap-
tist, Vol . I, No. 2 (January 23, 1836), p . 21 . 
21Temple (ed.), "Editorial, " The Primitive Baptist, Vol. 
XXIV, No . 17 (September 15, 1860), p. 365. 
22Gilbert Beebe, Editorials, I, (Middletown, N.Y .: Benton L. 
Beebe, Pub., 1868), p. 640. 
23Gilbert Beebe, Editorials, II, (Middletown, N. Y. : Benton L. 
Beebe, Pub., n.d.), p. 39. 
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Primitives from the Missionaries had to be rebaptized. 24 
In Mississippi, Primitive Baptists rebaptized Missionary Bap-
tists who applied to their churches for membership. They even de-
clared non-fellowship with the ministrations of their opponents. The 
' 
issues in Mississippi were essentially the same as those among the 
six associations under consideration.25 Thus, it can be seen that the 
split in one area was generally duplicated in another area. 
Having ascertained the attitudes and conduct of each party 
with respect to the other, it may now be fully asserted that both 
groups became intolerant and narrow-minded following the split. It is 
obvious that neither direct inspiration nor education prevented the 
two parties from becoming bigoted. The cause for the development of 
this bigotry may be attributed, perhaps, to the rupture of the tension 
between the two conflicting ideas of the original principle on minis-
terial qualifications or it may be attributed to the rupture of the 
tension created in the minds of the Baptists by the two apparently con-
flicting ideas of illumination and education. 
In contrasting the actions of the Primitives and Missionaries 
with that of their predecessors, an even greater confirmation of the 
idea that the removal of the tension in the minds of the Baptists by 
the split was the main cause for intolerance. The predecessors of 
24Ibid. 
25Benjamin Griffin, History of the Primitive Baptists of 
Mississippi (Jackson, Miss.: Barksdale & Jones, pubs., 1853), pp. 
160-163. The small variation in differences among the Baptists in 
the various states appears to be small enough to disregard. However, 
it is to be noted that not all of the Baptists who split over this 
issue, became Primitives or Missionaries. Some became United Baptists. 
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the Primitives and Missionaries manifested a decidely different spirit 
to their views and conduct with reference to other Protestants. Their 
conduct was more charitable towards other Protestants than was the con-
duct of the Primitives and Missionaries toward each other. The Phila-
delphia Baptist Association, for example, in an appendix to their con-
fession of faith, referred to "our brethren who are Paedo-baptists."26 
Their confession of faith was even modelled upon that of the Westminis-
ter, a Presbyterian Confession. However, the Philadelphia Association 
apparently never provided a full statement as to how it regarded other 
denominations. But in two actions which it took with regards to bap-
tisms performed by ministers of other Protestant communions, there is 
an indication of its position. In 1765 the Smith's Creek Church sub-
mitted the following query: "Whether it be proper to receive a person 
into communion who had been baptized by immersion by a minister of the 
church of England, if no other objections could be made." 27 The answ-
er,sugg~sts that these Baptists believed that the members and minis-
ters of other Protestant Churches were Christian and had authority 
from the Lord for some of their actions. The·answer was: "Yea, if he 
had been baptized on a profession of faith and repentance."28 In 
1806 a query on baptism involved a Tunker Universalist, a German sect: 
Query: Whether can an orthodox Baptist church, receive a per-
son, who has been bpatized by a Tunker Universalist, without bap-
tising him again? The Person has renounced Universalist prin-
ciples. 
Answer. Yes.29 
26creen, op. cit., p. 71 
2 7 
'11 . 95 G~ ette, op. c~t. p. 29 b'd 424 r~.,p .. 
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From the foregoing information, it may be ascertained that the 
Baptists of the Philadelphia Association evidently had some respect 
for the actions of Christians in other denominations. Certainly, it 
is a far cry from the spirit of condemnation manifested in the parties 
following the split of 1830. 
' 
The Charleston Baptist Association, fortunately, devoted a 
Circular Letter in 1794 to the subject of controversy between Chris-
tians. In this letter, the fact that numerous sects existed in the 
Christian world was noted, and the causes for this diversity in opin-
ion were said to be three-fold;- First, the vast sublimity of Gospel 
Truths defied the penetration of the most enlarged capacity. Second, 
there were differences in capacity and advantages for obtaining 
divine information among Christians. Third, particular habits of 
thinking, which arise from being accustomed to associate with persons 
of any peculiar persuasion, may form another of the causes of this 
difference in principle and practice. 30 
The writer of the foregoing letter was quite explicit with re-
gards to the Christians in other denominations: "Whosoever is destroy-
ing the empire of Satan, is on the side of Christ.ro31 Concerning the 
type of name calling indulged in by his successors, he made an exten-
sive statement: 
In our correspondence with those who think differently from 
us, we do well to keep in memory that real Christians are one in 
Christ; the idea will serve both as a design and rule for our be-
havior ••• , it is plain that rancour and uncharitableness should 
never be used; we must lay aside all malice and guile, and hy-
30Minutes of the Charleston Association, p. 5. 
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pocrisies, and envyings, and evil speakings. As the elect of God, 
we must put on bowels of mercies, kindness, humbleness of mind, 
meekness and long suffering; in this arraywe are prepared for 
every engagement, and shall ever, more or less, succeed. But when 
we forget the temper and views which are the Christian's glory, and 
indulge in opposite feelings, we wound our peace, draw a veil over 
the dignity of our profession, and expose ourselves to the scorn 
and derision of a depraved world. By keeping this important prin-
cipl~ in view, desirous in all our ways to appear as Christians, we 
shall escape the miseries into which thousands have £allen.J2 
From this it may be assumed, although the issue was never raised, that 
the Charleston Association would have received the immersion of another 
denomination, if it had been performed in the manner of the Baptists. 
In any case, it is certain that they did approve of the granting of a 
letter to a member who desired to join another denomination. 33 
A further indication of liberality in the Charleston Associa-
tion towards ministers of other denominations is provided in the 
Journals of the Episcopalian Evangelist, George Whitefield, who stated 
that he had preached in the Baptist meeting-house in Charleston on 
March 15, 1740. 34 He preached in another Baptist Church, the Ashley 
River Church on Monday, July 7, 1740, and he described his reception 
in these words: 
Set out early this morning, in company orith several, whose 
hearts the Lord had lately opened, and went to the house of Mr. 
Chandler, a gracious Baptist minister, who lives about fourteen 
miles from Charleston. After dinner, according to appointment, 
I preached at his meeting-house, to the conviction of some, and 
32Ibid. 33Ib1'd,, 1788 2 , p. . 
34George Whitefield, Journals (London: The Banner of Truth 
Trust, 1965), p. 401. The impact of Whitefield on the Baptist move-
ment in America is yet to be assessed. That his influence was posi-
tive may be adjudged from the fact that many of the Separate Baptists 
were originally Presbyterians and Congregationalists, who separated 
from their state churches, at a later date, became Baptists. Some of 
the Outstanding Baptist ministers heard Whitefield preach. Some orere 
converted under his ministry. 
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comfort of others, who come to me reJo~c~ng that the exploded doc-
trines of the Gospel were so publicly and successfully preached. 35 
In another instance, a Baptist minister in Georgia joined, according to 
Whitefield, in receiving the sacrament "in the Church of England way."36 
He later referred to this incident on a visit to Boston, and he stated, 
further, that he would celebrate the Lord's Supper with the Baptists. 37 
' Hence, it is apparent from Whitefield's writings that the Charleston 
Baptists had a very liberal and tolerant spirit. 
It has been suggested in this part of the thesis that, follow-
ing the split, both Primitive and Missionary Baptist became intoler-
ant. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the loss of tension in 
their doctrine on ministerial qualifications had something to do with 
this rise in bigotry. The attitudes and actions of Primitives and 
Missionaries, having been assessed and contrasted with those of their 
predecessors, it has been assumed that the foregoing suggestion, 
identifing the loss of tension with the rise of bigotry, has been some-
what established. 
The next aspect to be examined in conjunction with the split 
is that of exclusivism. The idea of exclusivism may be defined as the 
doctrine which describes a sect as being the one and only True Church. 
Along with the growth of intolerance, the ri$e of exclusivism may also 
be attributed to the rupture of the tension in the thinking of the Bap-
tists over the apparently conflicting ideas of the original principle 
on ministerial qualifications. Exclusivism permeated the Primitive 
3Sibid., p. 440. 36 rbid. p. 443. 
37Ibid., p. 458. 
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and Missionary movements. Both parties claimed to be the True Church, 
and they devoted time and money to proving their views. The chari-
table outlook of their predecessors seems to have had no influence on 
restraining the development of the exclu·sivist philosophy. 
The Kehukee Baptist Association, for example, authorized and 
promoted in 1836 a history written by Elder Sylvester Hassell, entitled, 
History of the Church of God. 38 This work, repudiating the idea of 
a m~nistry prepared by education, maintained that the Primitive Bap-
tists were the True Church, because they had the only ministry properly 
qualified, i.e., one qualified directly by God Himself. 39 Elder 
Hassell devoted a whole chapter to the subject of "Characteristics 
of the Apostolic Church." He tried to show that Primitive Baptists 
were the successors to the Apostolic Church, because they were the 
only ones who had the same characteristics.40 He also devoted nine 
chapters to the examination of various groups in Christian History 
which resembled the Primitive Baptists, and he tried to show that the 
Primitives had their line of succession through these sects.41 His 
arguments are open to criticism, and it is evident that he lacked 
critical ability.42 
38Hassell, op. cit., Preface. 
40rbid., pp. 269-326. 
39rbid., pp. 307, 757. 
41
rbid., pp. 352-660. 
42charles Hampton of Catlettsburg, Ky., who has been cited a 
number of times in this thesis, stated to the writer that Hassell ap-
parently misconstrued the facts in some instances - even "'hen he "'as 
writing on the Kehukee Association itself. The very origin of Kehukee 
Association itself should have suggested the fallacy of the True Church 
idea to Hassell, for Kehukee Association had been General Baptist prior 
to becoming Regular Baptists. General Baptists were Arminian in theo-
logy. Regular Baptists were Calvinistic. The change did not involve 
succession. 
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Members of the Ketocton Baptist Association likewise believed 
that they were descendants of the Apostolic Church. One writer stated 
in their minutes as late as 1927: "We are not Protestants ••• the dear 
old Baptists were in Europe preaching the old doctrine of salvation by 
grace alone.';:43 This item appears to be the only one which would in-
dicate that they agreed with the Kehukee Association. However, it is 
assumed to be sufficient. Primitive Baptists in other areas also em-
barked upon the idea that they were the True Church. Benjamin Griffin, 
a Primitive minister of Mississippi, followed the course of Hassell 
in seeking to prove by History and the Bible that his Church was the 
only True Church.44 Another Primitive minister in Indiana, Elder 
H. A. Todd, argued that because the Primitive Baptist Church was i-
dentical with the Apostolic Church, it must be the true successor to 
that early society. 45 The amount that has been written to prove the 
contention is not susceptib<le to an examination within the limits of 
this paper. Furthermore, these works are not readily available to 
any researcher. 
What has been established, is that the Primitive Baptists 
developed a rigid and exclusive view of themselves. They were the 
43Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist Association, p. 9. 
44Griffin, op. cit., pp. 16, 23, et. al. 
cessity, however, of having to prove succession. 
He denies the ne-
Ibid. , pp. 8, 9. 
45 H. A. Todd, An Argument on Church Identity (Fort Branch, 
Ind.: Press of the Church Advocate, 1896), pp. 2, 3, 5, 6, et. al. 
This argument on identity by establishing a complete resemblance is 
still used by some Primitive Baptists today. Another group of Bap-
tists which will be discussed in the next few pages of this thesis 
also make use of this argument,. They are the Landmark Baptists. 
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True Church; all others, including and perhaps especially the Mission-
ary Baptists, were false churches. Exclusivism of this nature demands 
an inflexible attitude. 
Missionary Baptists, however, were no different in regards to 
being exclusive in nature. Believing as they did, that a minister was 
qualified by education, they had no room for any one who differed, par-
ticularly the Primitive Baptists. Like Primitive Baptists, they devoted 
time and expense to the matter of proving that they were the True 
Church. One of the most popular works that supported their contention 
of being the True Church was written by David Benedict, a noted minis-
ter and historian. His work, entitled, A General History of the Baptist 
Denomination in North America, was published in the second decade after 
the split. The title is somewhat misleading, because more than a third 
of this volume is devoted to proving that the Missionary Baptists have 
a pure or true succession from the time of Christ.46 When Benedict 
dealt with the split between Primitive and Missionary Baptists, he re-
garded it as a family difficulty. Later in the volume, however, he 
concluded that the Primitive Baptists were illiberal, anti-republican, 
antibaptist, and frightfully oppressive.47 
An even more exclusivist attitude is to be found in the wri-
tings of a Missionary Baptist Minister in Tennessee, J. R. Graves. Born 
in Chester, Vermont, April 10, 1820, Graves was converted at the age 
of fifteen, taught school for two years in Ohio and for four years in 
46David Benedict., A General History of the Baptist Denomina-
tion in North America (New York: Colby & Co., 1848(, pp. 1-360. 
45rbid., PP· 935, 936. 
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Kentucky. In 1845 he moved to Tennessee, where he became the editor of 
The Tennessee Baptist the following year. This extraordinary individ-
ual was the author of more than twelve books and the editor of a paper 
which soon had the largest circulation of any religious paper in the 
world.48 Graves believed that the Missionary Baptist Church was the 
only true Church, and he reasoned, therefore, that it was improper 
for Missionary Baptists to hold fellowship, communion or intercourse 
with other denominations. Concerning ministers and members of other 
denominations, he stated: 
Refusing to affiliate with them, ministerially and ecclesias-
tically, is not declaring by our act that we believe their minis-
ters and members are unregenerate, but that they are not members 
of scriptural churches.49 
The influence of this man was extensive, and he presuaded many 
to follow his views. The impact of his approach may be surmised by 
reference to the Baptists of the Sandy Creek Association in North 
Carolina. A writer in this association, Elder George Purefoy, stated 
in 1859: "The Baptist is the only denomination that can claim de-
scent from the apostolic churches, ••• _;;so It is assumed that Pure-
foy must have gathered, along with other members of the association, 
his ideas from Graves. Four years previously, the association had 
approved of Graves' work and defended his character in the following 
4Bwilliam Manlius Nevins, Alien Baptist and the Baptists 
(Ashland, Ky.: Press of Economy Prtrs., 1962), pp. 104, 105. 
49J. R. Graves, Old Landmarkism (Texarkana, Ark.-Tex.: Bap-
tist Sunday School Committee, 1928), p. 133. 
50Purefoy, op, cit., p. 179. Sandy Creek, having originally 
been Separate, probably had the most highly questionable succession 
of all the Baptists, 
words: 
Resolutions were unanimously passed recommending 'The Great 
Iron Wheel,' and Orchard's 'History of Foreign Baptists.' And 
also defending the moral character of Elder J. R. Graves, the 
author of the 'Great Iron Wheel,' •••• 51 
It would seem that Purefoy had read Graves works, including 
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his edition of G. H. Orchard's work, History of Foreign Baptists. This 
book, written by a British Baptist historian, attempted to trace the 
descent of the Baptists from the time of Christ in 1822. Graves re-
published the work with an introductory essay. In it he stated: 
••• it can be shown upon the most unquestionable ~uthorities, 
that there has been a succession of Baptist churches in England 
and Wales, from the days of Paul until now, and it is an estab-
lished fact that a majority of the churches planted in America, 
from the year 1645-1730, were organized by Welsh Baptists, and 
constituted upon articles of faith, brought over with them from 
the mother churches.52 
Thus, it is surmised that Purefoy may have based his assertion, con-
cerning the descent of the Baptists from the Apostolic churches, on 
this work. Furthermore, it may be remarked that the foregoing evid-
ence suggests how exclusivism may have developed and spread. 
Graves' influence on the Elkhorn Baptist Association is not 
readily ascertainable. However, it is known that one of the churches 
in that organization definitely holds the same position today.53 
Slibid., pp. 247, 248. 
52G. H. Orchard, A Concise History of Baptists, ed. J. R. Graves 
(Lexington, Ky.: Ashland Avenue Baptist Church, 1956), p. xxi. 
53The Ashland Avenue Baptist Church which republished Graves' 
edition of Orchard's History is in the Elkhorn Association and is noted 
for its Successionist views. The writer of this thesis knows from 
personal knowledge that this Church strongly defends Graves' position. 
The Church also supports a Bible College, and the students of this 
school are generally of the same view point. 
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The Charleston Association likewise does not appear to have been affec-
ted immediately by Graves, and the Philadelphia Association, being cut 
off from the South by the formation of the Southern Baptist Convention 
in 1845, seems to have been the least affected by Graves' views. ·But 
Graves was extremely powerful in other areas. Thirty years after he 
became the editor of The Tennessee Baptist, only one paper in the 
South out of sixteen weeklies, disagreed with his views. 54 
Information concerning Graves' ideas on theological education 
is not available. However, it is known that he raised funds to endow1 
a Chair of Theology in Union University at Jackson, Tennessee.SS It 
is surmised that he held the same position as other Missionary Baptists. 
Furthermore, he established the Vine Street Classical and Mathematical 
Academy in Nashville, Tennessee in 1845, although he was elf-educated.56 
His writings, ability as a speaker, and his aid to ministerial edu-
cation were undoubtedly factors in his success. The movement which he 
established became known as the Landmark Movement, and there are now 
two national organizations of Landmark Baptist Churches, the North 
American Baptist Association and the American Baptist Association. 
There are still churches in the Southern Baptist Convention which 
adhere to his position that the Missionary Baptist Church is the 
True Church. 57 
54Graves, op. cit., p. 45. 
,'jfiJ. J. Burnett, Sketches of Tennessee's Pioneer Baptist 
Preachers (Nashville, Tenn.: Marshall & Bruce Co., 1919), p. 187. 
56Nevins, loc. cit. 
57 Personal knowledge of the writer. 
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The claims of Graves that the Missionary Baptists were the True 
Church, that they had the True Ministry and the True Ordinances, are 
open to criticism. Graves indicated in his book, Old Landmarkism, that 
he was the first man in Tennessee, and the first editor on this con-
tinent, to advocate the foregoing principles. A recent writer, Bob L. 
Ross, commenting on Graves' claim that he was the first in Tennessee 
and the first Baptist editor in America to advocate such views, stated: 
We should weigh carefully these statements by Graves. They 
shed a great deal of light on what Baptists believed and practiced 
before Graves' time. And since Graves' time, it has been those 
Baptists who were either influenced by Graves' writings --or the 
teachings of others who were influenced by him -- that have fol-
lowed the Landmark system. Primarily, Baptists in the South since 
J. R. Graves are the only Baptists in history who have held the 
Landmark system. Bunyan, Gill, Fuller, Spurgeon, etc., didn't.S8 
In contrast with Graves' position that the Baptists, and par-
ticularly Missionary Baptists, were the True Church, it must be noted 
that the Baptists from 1750 until 1830 were not exclusivists, and 
the reason for considering such evidence as this point is in order 
to set in perspective the intolerance of the Missionaries and Primi-
tives. Furthermore, the evidence provides a greater emphasis on 
those arguments of the thesis having to do with the nature and appli-
cation of theological principles. 
Evidence extant from the earlier period indicated that the 
Baptists were not,exclusivist in view point. A Circular Letter of 
the Charleston Association in 1794, for example, stated: 
We are too apt to imitate the disciples, our views of the 
Kingdom of Jesus are frequently too contracted; we conceive it 
commendable that we rebuke others, because they follow not us. 
58Bob L. Rose, "Landmarkism," Salvation, Vol. VI, No. 1 
(January, 1968), p. 3. 
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But suppose some of their principles may, in our view, be erroneous, 
and that circumstances prevent their learning the way of the Lord 
more perfectly; in proportion as they endeavor to demolish the 
throne of Satan and promote the interest of Jesus, we should wish 
they success.S9 
This comment stands in direct contrast to Graves' position, and it is 
by no means related to any of the ideas which he put forth. But if the 
statement of the Regular Baptists of the Charleston Association is in 
contrast to the course of both the Missionary and the Primitive Bap-
tists, then the action taken by the ministers of the Charleston Asso-
ciation, and their brethren in the Kehukee, Ketocton, Philadelphia, 
and Elkhorn Associations, is in even greater contrast as will be seen 
in the following examination of the evidence extant from that early 
period. 
There were two groups of Baptists during the early period. 
These were the Separates and Regulars, to whom reference has already 
been made. The fact that these two groups attempted to unite, and 
did succeed in a number of instances, suggests that the exclusivist 
doctrine was not in vogue among these early Baptists. It is also 
indicative of a more charitable nature. 
The first example of an effort to unite is to be found in 
South Carolina in 1762 and 1763, when a committee of Separate Bap-
tists from North Carolina visited the Charleston Baptist Association 
for that purpose. Unfortunately, this first effort did not succeed, 
because the Separates " ••• would be satisfied with nothing short of 
59Minutes of the Charleston Baptist Association, p. 6. The 
moderation of these early Baptists is remarkable, and it stands in 
direct contrast to the conduct of their successors the Primitive and 
Missionary Baptists. 
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the Regulars coming fully into their views.rr60 It is not known whether 
this contact ever resulted in further action or not. 
In North Carolina the Regulars of the Kehukee Association were 
able to effect a union with the Separates of Sandy Creek. The first 
effort in 1772, like the one in South Carolina, failed because the Se-
parates were too demanding. They wanted the Regulars to be more strict 
in requiring that a person have some kind of a salvation experience be-
fore permitting him to join the church. The Separates also believed 
that the Regulars should rebaptize any member who experienced salva-
tion after joining the church. Finally, they thought the Regulars 
were too lax in their manner of dress.61 In 1788, however, the two 
sects came to an agreement: 
It was the opinion of this Association, that those bars, which 
heretofore subsisted between the Baptists amongst us, formerly 
called Regulars and Separates, be taken down; and a general union 
and communion take place according to the terms proposed ••• that 
the names Regular and Separate be buried in oblivion, and that we 
should be henceforth known to the world by the name of the United 
Baptists.62 
In Virginia, a number of factors operated to establish unity 
·among the Regular and Separate Baptists. Chief among these was the 
conflicting principle on ministerial qualifications. The fact that 
neither group was polarized on any single idea of this principle en-
abled both parties to maintain a spirit of tolerance toward each other, 
An important factor in the first efforts toward a union was estab-
60 Wood, Furman, A History of the Charleston Baptist Association 
(Charles.ton, s. C.: J. Hoff, Prtr., 1811), p. 14. 
61Baker, op. cit., pp. 23,24. 62Ibid., p. 24. 
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lished, when the Ketocton Association of Regular Baptists admitted a 
-
Separate Baptist Church into the organization. This occurred in 1783, 
but the reason was " ••• from convenience and not from contrast of doc-
trine. n63 Another factor in the union of Separates and Re-gulars in 
Virginia was the ordination of Elder John Leland. He referred to the 
event as a small link in the chain of events which produced a union 
among all the Baptis,ts of Virginia.64 The importance of this event, 
however, may be surmised, then it is noted that Elder A. B. Sample, a 
Virginia Baptist minister and historian, said that Leland was probably 
the most popular preacher who ever resided in Virginia.65 
Concerning the union which took place, Leland stated: 
The union that has taken place among the Baptist has been 
very pleasing to men, and a continuation of the same, is an ob-
ject that engrosses my desire. For this desirable end, I have 
been willing to sacrifice a number of little peculiarities, and 
think myself a gainer in the bargain.66 
Thus, it is evident that the efforts of the Separates and Regulars in 
Virginia differ greatly from the actions taken by the Primitive and 
Missionary Baptists. 
In any case, the efforts for unity were climaxed in Kentucky, 
when the Regular Baptists of the Elkhorn Baptist Association agreed 
to commune with the Separates of the South Kentucky Association. In 
1801, members of both associations agreed to eleven items in order 
63Taylor, op. cit., p. 17. 
64Leland, op. cit., p. 26. 
65Armitage, op. cit., p. 788. 
66Leland, op. cit., p. 172. Leland was perhaps the most un-
usual minister that the Baptists had. 
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to effect the union.67 Hence, the influence of the apparently contra-
dictory principle on ministerial qualifications, among others, seems to 
have had some effect on the tolerance and liberality of spirit mani-
fested among these early American Baptists. Furthermore, it is readily 
apparent that they were not exclusivists in either word or deed. In 
contrast, the Primitives and Missionaries became exclusivists of, per-
haps, the worst kind, relatively speaking. It would be too much to 
assert, conclusively; that the original principle on ministerial quali-
fications, along with any other contradictory principles which might 
have been involved, was the sole cause for the intolerant actions and 
the exclusivist attitudes which followed the split, but it can be 
assumed that the loss of this tension in the principle by the re-
moval of one part of the principle certainly played a major role in 
the rise of bigotry among the later Baptists. 
67 k 1 . Ba er, oc. c1t. 
V. NO GUARANTEES 
It seems evident that the original principle of the Baptists as 
well as those parts of that principle which the Primitives and Mfssion-
aries adopted can guarantee no success in producing, uniformly, a toler-
ant liberal and unifying Christianty. When theological ideas of doc-
trines are applied to religious practices, there is often times a dis-
cernible difference between the actual and the normal or expected 
result. In other words, the application of theological ideas -what-
ever their nature - to practices is ironical. An examination of the 
history of the ideas on ministerial qualifications, as viewed by the 
Baptists from 1750 until 1850, would seem to bear out the foregoing 
contention. When one examines the course of the original principle be-
tween 1750 and 1830, it is evident that even this two-sided principle, 
so productive of liberty, was no guarantee of success. Certainly, the 
principle was susceptible to polarization, and the foregoing materials 
presented in this thesis provide sufficient substantiation of that 
fact. Ironies likewise abound in the history of both parts of the ori-
ginal principle, and it is the aim of this topic to examine some of the 
ironies involved. 
This ironical application in the case of ministerial educa-
tion is best demonstrated by what occured in the Ketocton Associa-
tion in Virginia. In a large measure, this association owed its ori-
gin to such educated ministers as John Gano and David Thomas. The 
latter, who has been mentioned as possessing a Master of Arts degree, 
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spent most of his career as a minister in the area of this association. 
He had constituted the Broadrum Baptist Church in 1766, and he was in-
strumental in founding about four or five other churches. 1 Both 
Gano and Thomas, according to the Baptist historian, David Benedict, 
advised and assisted in the formation of the Opeckon Creek Church in 
Virginia. 2 Gano discussed the action in his Memoirs.3 Opeckon Creek 
Church and Broadrun Church, along with several others, became the ori-
ginal members of the Ketocton Association in 1766.4 Thus, the Ketocton 
Association owed its origin in part to the labors of ministers quali-
fied for the work by the natural processes of human learning. 
The irony is apparent, however, when it is noted that Ketocton's 
break with the idea of an educated ministry in 1834 occurred in the 
very church constituted by David Thomas in 17665 The Association had 
recognized both aspects of the principle on ministerial ,qualifications, 
because it accepted thecordination of the Rev. John Taylor, a Separate 
Baptist minister, who apparently joined the association in 1783.6 But 
in exactly 68 years after the association was constituted, the irony of 
the original principle was revealed and so was the idea of the effective-
1Hampton, op. cit., p. 1. 
2David Benedict, History of the Baptist Denomination, II 
(Boston: Manning & Loring, 1819), p. 27. 
3Gano, op. cit., pp. 39-40. 
4Hampton, loc. cit. 
5Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist Association, p. 7. 
6Taylor, op. cit., p. 15. 
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ness of an educated ministry. 
A second example is to be found in the writings of David Bene-
dict himself, whose career spanned the years from 1803 unti 1860. 
Writing near the end of his life, he expressed wonder at the changes 
which had occurred in his denomination during that fifty year period. 
It seemed incredible to him that a denomination, so slow to engage in 
any new enterprise and so jealous of any collegiate training for its 
ministers, should have established so many colleges and kindred in-
stitutions throughout the land. Educational institutions had increased 
immeasurably since he had begun his ministry. 
How effect were these innovations? His answer is disconcer-
ting, to say the least, for tho~e who believe that God qualifies the 
ministry by education. He complained that the standard of orthodoxy 
had been lowered to such an extent, that the average church member 
would probably find the old orthodoxy to be something new. He fur-
ther commented that most of the congregations were unable to detect 
unsound preaching. The members were more interested in the modes, 
manners, and eloquence of their ministers than in their doctrinal ex-
positions. Nothing as harsh as the old-fashioned doctrines of Pre-
destination, Total Depravity, Divine Sovereignty, etc., could come 
from the preachers. One member stated: "Ever since he was settled 
with us, our minister has preached up election, and still never men-
tions it openly. ,; 7 
Theological training was definitely indicted for this state 
7Benedict, op. cit., pp. 105-108. 
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of affairs by Rev. Benedict. He stated that the Baptist Creed, like 
that of the Episcopalians, remained the same, but that a moderating ten-
dency in theological training, ministerial functions, and public senti-
ment was "lowering" the beliefs of the Baptists from theological super-
naturalism to a humanistic liberalism. 8 Following this remarka.ble 
comment, he devoted a whole chapter to the subject, "Unitarianism am-
ong the American Baptists." In this chapter he took issue with the 
liberals for claiming that the orthodox creed produced fatalism, ob-
tuseness, and indifference of mind. According to Benedict, there was 
more godly sorrow for sin, self-denial, corss-bearing, and charity 
among the orthodox than among the liberals. Finally, hed had found 
that the liberals were excessively illiberal towards all men all orders 
which dissented from their creed. 9 
What an irony: Ministers made useful by education had pro-
duced a denomination of members who were more interested in the modes, 
manners and eloquence of their pastors than they were in their doctri-
nal soundness. These useful preachers, because of their theologi-
cal training, had so lowered the standard of orthodoxy by subtle sub-
stitution of the views which they had learned in seminary for the 
older doctrines that most of the members could not recognize their 
own creed. It is surmised that the unitarians or liberals (Benedict 
uses both terms interchangeably) probably rejected the resurrection 
and other doctrines common to the Trinitarian faith of the Bap-
8Ibid. 9Ibid., pp. 115-119. Benedict's comments concern-
ing Unitarianism among the Baptists is interesting, for it suggests an 
origin for liberalism among the Baptists prior to the problem of 
evolutionary theism. 
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tists.lO Whether right or wrong, it seems obvious that they must have 
come, by the way of education, to the place of error which the denomina-
tion had sought, by means of training, to combat. 
Interestingly enough, the Primitive Baptists fell into a simi-
lar situation without the use of education. They believed that theo-
logical schools were a source of trouble to the Church. Thus, in cut-
ting off such institutions, they hoped to preserve their churches from 
heresy. In this action, however, they demonstrated the futility of re-
posing confidence in principles, the application of which are ironical. 
The principles, in this case, were, first the idea that God directly 
qualified a man for the ministry, and, second, the idea that the 
churches could be preserved from heresy by dissassociating themselves 
from such institutions as theological schools. 11 
The Ketocton Association became Primitive Baptist in 1834; it 
joined, then, with those who believed that a ministry qualified by il-
lumination would preserve the Church from error. But evidence avail-
able during the years ,following the split seems to indicate otherwise. 
This society may have been experiencing some difficulty over the resur-
rection in 1848, when a Circular Letter writer stated. "This identical 
10An example of the rejection of a literal physical resur-
rection may be found in a publication of Andover Newton Theological 
Seminary. CF. s. MacLean Gilmour, "The Hyde Lectures on 'The Easter 
Faith," Andover Newton Quarterly, Vol. LVII, No. 4 (March, 1965), 
pp. 7-40. The writer of this thesis heard the same non-resurrection-
ism expressed on a Baptist College campus in the Middle West in 1960. 
A friend of the writer refused to permit his daughter to attend the 
same college for this very reason. The writer also knows of other 
instances of a similar nature. 
ll"Black Rock Address," op; cit., p. 15. This type of iso-
lationist thinking continues to this day among many Primitive Baptists. 
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body shall be raised again.rrlZ He also stated that the body raised in 
the resurrection of the last day does "assuredly mean the same body that 
was buried there (in the grave).rrl3 No mention is made of the issue 
again until 1878, when the Minutes state that one error which the asso-
ciation abhorred was "That there will be no resurrection of our mortal 
b d . ~14 o 1es. 
Tennessee Primitive Baptist were also facing a controversy over 
the resurrection of the body. In 1859 a query was put forth to the 
Primitive Baptist Association concerning the entrance of the natural or 
Abrahamic body into heaven. This association affirmed that no natural 
body could enter heave.lS 
This doctrine of non-resurrectionism, as it was referred too, 
troubled Primitive Baptists for many years. In some instances, they re-
tained ministers and members, who held this view, in fellowship, so 
long as they did not make an issue of their views. 16 In 1943 a book 
was published entitled, The Resurrection of the Dead, which contained 
articles by both groups, resurrectionists and non-resurrectionists. 17 
12Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist Association, p. 6. 
13Ibid. 14Ibid., p. 4. 
lSEdwards, op. cit., p. 51. 
16This is still true today. The writer has personally .talked 
with Primitive Baptist ministers who do not believe in a literal resur-
rection of the dead. On a trip to Alabama in the Spring of 1968 the 
writer visited with the Moderator of a certain Primitive Association. 
This individual took strong issue with the idea of a literal resurrec-
tion. Furthermore, he did not believe in an eternal hell. 
17R. Lester Dodson (ed.), The Resurrection of the Dead 
(Rutherford, N. J.: R. Lester Dodson, Pub., 1943). 
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But there were other issues which troubled Primitive Baptists. 
Among these were the views known as Two-Seedism and Conditional-Time 
Salvation. The Two-Seed doctrine of Predestination owed its origin to 
Elder Daniel Parker. Ordained in Tennessee in 1806, this minister la-
bored in that state until 1817, when he moved to Illinois. In 1826 and 
1827 he published two pamphlets which set forth his views. 18 He taught 
that part of Eve's offspring were the seed of God and elected to eternal 
life, and the other-part were the seed of Satan and foreordained to 
eternal condemnation.l9 An association in Kentucky, the Licking As-
sociation of Particular Baptists which held this view noted in its 
Minutes for 1899 that the Baltimore Association of Maryland had dropped 
correspondence with Licking, because Licking's Circular Letter con-
tained sentiments which were subversive of the Christian Faith. 20 The 
Circular Letter contained a defense of the Two-Seed doctrine. 21 Both 
the Kehukee Association of North Carolina and the Ketocton of" Virginia 
rejected this doctrine.22 
In 1889 the Ketocton Association rejected fellowship with those 
who believed that 11means 11 and 11 instrumentalities 11 were used in the 
18Torbit, op. cit., p. 262. 
19
vedder, op. cit., p. 389. 
20Minutes of the Licking Association of Particular Baptists 
(Georgetown, Ky.: Book & Job Room, 1899), p. 4. 
21Ibid., p. 11. 
22Hassell, op. cit., p. 636; Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist 
Association, 1888, p. 7. Some Primitive Baptists will not tolerate this 
doctrine in their ranks. However, there are many problems among this 
sect due to the fact that correspondence is maintained with some asso-
ciations that are negligent in discipline. 
•• 
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quickening (salvation of sinners. 23 This issue of means was referred 
to as "Conditional-Time Salvation" in Virginia, North Carolina, and 
Alabama. The opponents of this view, called Absoluters, described it 
as an "Arminian baby. "24 It resulted in another controversy pver the 
doctrine of the True Church. 25 The conflict was wide-spread, involving 
churches and associations in Virginia., North Carolina, Alabama, Kentu-
cky and Indiana. 26 
The foregoing issues of non-resurrectionism, Conditional-Time 
Salvation, and Two-Seedism illustrate, then, the irony of the idea of 
direct illumination. From the evidence, it may also be surmised that 
this doctrine contains no guarantee for preserving a Church from heresy 
any more than the idea of ministerial education. 
In conclusion, it is surmised that this paper has established 
the fact that the Baptists held an apparently conflicting principle on 
ministerial qualifications from 1750 until 1830 which created a tension 
in their thinking concerning the ministry. During this period, they 
were quite tolerant, liberal, and even progressive in implementing 
this principle. However, in 1830 a split occurred in the Baptist de-
23Minutes of the Ketocton Baptist Association, p. 5. 
24H. F. Hutchins, "A New Arminian Baby," The Lone Pilgrim, 
Vol. IV, No. 41 (February, 1926), pp. 224, 225. 
25Ibid. 
2 6H. F. Hutchins, "A New Arminian Baby," The Lone Pilgrim, 
Vol. IV, No. 48 (September, 1926), p. 541. CF. Stanley Phillips, 
Predestination Baptists of Indiana (Unpublished Master's Disserta-
tion, Ball State University, 1966), pp. 69-76. This issue of Condi-
tional-Time Salvation is most interesting in that it involves two 
apparently contradictory ideas, namely, Divine Sovereignty and 
Human Responsibility. 
•• 
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nomination which resulted in the formation of two groups known as the 
Primitive and Missionary Baptists. This split was found to be there-
sult of polarization on the ideas of illumination and education which 
ruptured the tension in Baptist thinking on ministerial qualifications. 
The causes of this polarization were four-fold, namely, the dislike of 
the human mind for antinomies or apparently conflicting principles, per-
sonal differences, theological differences and ecclesiastical restruc-
turing. Following the split both groups became intolerant and ex-
clusivist minded. They accused each other of being the Anti-Christ, 
and each group claimed to be the True Church. It was noted that this 
intolerance and exclusivism occurred as a result of the ruptured ten-
sion in the thinking of the Baptists on ministerial qualifications. 
Finally, it was pointed out that both the original principle and the 
parts of that principle were ironical in application. 
What are the implications of this thesis? It is supposed that 
the nature and application of ideas, other than theological, may have 
a similar course. It is also surmised that information of this nature 
might be used to discover or predict the possible intellectual or 
ideological paths which religious or other groups may trod in the fu-
ture. It may be premature to suppose that the ironical application 
could lead back to reaffirmation of apparently contradictory principles, 
but the writer believes that this is a distinct possibility. Certain 
elements of Primitive and Missionary Baptists are dealing with the 
frustrations resulting from the application of their one-sided prin-
ciples today. When one recalls how open-minded but orthodox the 
Baptists were during those years between 1750 and 1830, and when one 
remembers that their greatest growth in terms of numbers and influence, 
qualitatively considered, was made in that period of apparently con-
flicting principles, it is stimulating to imagine a somewhat similar 
thing occuring in this century. 27 
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27The writer of this thesis, for example, who would be con-
sidered a Missionary Baptist, was invited to submit a portion of the 
thesis for publication in a Primitive Baptist periodical, The Inquire, 
before it was completed. Since that time, the whole thesis, as was 
mentioned earlier in a footnote to the introduction, has been pub-
lished. Several individuals have expressed interest in this problem 
of apparently conflicting principles as a result of that publication. 
It is interesting to note that the Editor of the periodical expressed 
much interest in the term dialectic, because it seemed to express 
some of the problems of apparently conflicting ideas which he had en-
countered in his studies. In a discussion by telephone, he expressed 
the opinion that the term seem to fit the situation. However, there 
is some problem in determining precisely what is meant by dialectic. 
The dictionary is not too helpful, and it may be that there is no 
term that can express this phenomena. 
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